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my research in the context of all the world’s languages, not just the ones that 
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2 CONTRASTIVE NEGATION 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
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‘shaken and not stirred’). By contrast, in some Slavonic languages such as Russian, the equivalents of both ‘but’ in ‘not X 
but Y’ and ‘and’ in ‘Y and not X’ are corrective conjunctions (<NDINF<E<





2.2 WHAT IS CONTRASTIVE NEGATION? 
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D?entical with ‘the state’ and, second, the conditional offer of economic help 
(politely called ‘cooperation’) as a goad to political change –1(,6+(4374(
‘carrot’ nor simple ‘stick’, but a carrot&7056,&. ,!
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 G@OPNIJO@OC@?DNODI>ODJI=@OR@@I OC@N>JK@<I? OC@AJ>PNJAI@B<ODJI
Quirk et al. (1985: 787) define the scope of negation as ‘the stretch of language over which 





 < I didn’t take Joan to swim in the pòol today.–'AJMBJOOJ?JNJ
=I didn’t take Jŏan to swim in the pool today.–'OR<N+<MT
> I didn’t take Joan toswĭm in the pool today–EPNOOJN@@DO
?I didn’t take Joan to swim in the pŏol today.–'OJJFC@MOJOC@N@<ND?@
@ I didn’t take Joan to swim in the pool todăy.–'OR<NG<NOR@@FOC<O'?D?NJ









&@M@ DO DNOC@NP=E@>OOC<ODN DIAJ>PN<I?OC@M@AJM@<GNJDIN>JK@2CPNOC@MPG@OC<OOC@
N>JK@AJGGJRNOC@I@B<ODJIDI#IBGDNCDNJIGT<O@I?@I>TOC<O><I=@JQ@MMD??@I
+TPI?@MNO<I?DIBJAAJ>PNNO@HNAMJH*<H=M@>CO>>JM?DIBOJCDHOC@AJ>PNJA
a clause is the element that brings new information. Since in Lambrecht’s (1994: 206) view, 
<GG>G<PN@N>JIO<DII@RDIAJMH<ODJI<GG>G<PN@NJ=GDB<OJMDGTC<Q@<AJ>PN$J>D>JH@DIOCM@@














#S<HKG@N – DGGPNOM<O@ >JIOM<NODQ@ I@B<ODJI RDOC I<MMJR KM@?D><O@ <I? N@IO@I>@
AJ>PNM@NK@>ODQ@GT
 
 I simplify Quirk and colleagues’ account somewhat. In their view, focusing may change the scope of negation to 
=@>JH@I<MMJR@M 2CPN OC@ N>JK@H<T <GNo become discontinuous. My account is closer to Huddleston and Pullum’s 
–







doesn’t $-!9KPIDNCNP>>@NN:C@$-![promotes it],’ she purred. (BNC)
 ,-*"H<SDHJA MDODNCKJGDOD>NNO<O@NOC<O$-!9JKKJNDODJIN?JIJORDI
@G@>ODJIN:$-!9BJQ@MIH@IONGJN@OC@H: ,!










M@<GDN@?=PO OC@ DHKJMO<IOKJDIOAJM>JIOM<NODQ@I@B<ODJI DN OC<OOC@AJ>DJAI@B<ODJI<I?
<AADMH<ODJI<M@K<DM@?JIK<DM@?AJ>DN@@@NK@>D<GGTJIK<DM@?AJ>DN@@@NK@>D<GGT$DGGHJM@
Kay & O’Connor 1988).
2C@ OCDM? >JHKJI@IO JA OC@ ?@ADIDODJI JA >JIOM<NODQ@ I@B<ODJI DN OC<O 6+(1(*$6,21





B: I don’t [go to the gym often], I go running instead.
 "JTJPBJOJOC@BTHJAO@I
 ,J'BJMPIIDIBDINO@<?
2C@ AJPMOC <I? ADI<G >JHKJI@IO JA OC@ ?@ADIDODJI ?@GDHDON OC@ N@H<IOD>N JA >JIOM<NODQ@
I@B<ODJI6+(4(/$6,215+,3%(69((16+($)),40('$1'6+(1(*$6('(/(0(1650756
126 %( &$75$/ &21&(55,8( 24 &21',6,21$/ .M@QDJPN M@N@<M>C C<N AJPI? OC<O
>JH=DI<ODJINJAI@B<ODJI<I?<AADMH<ODJIH<TC<Q@N@Q@M<GN@H<IOD>M@G<ODJIN!JIOM<NO<I?
>JMM@>ODJI <M@ NJH@ODH@N >JIND?@M@? DI >JIEPI>ODJI RDOC JOC@M M@G<ODJIN NP>C <N ><PN@
>JI>@NNDJI<I?>JI?DODJIN@@!JPK@M)PCG@I)JMOH<II2C@M@<NJIAJM@S>GP?DIB
OC@N@M@G<ODJINN@K<M<O@GTDNOC<OOC@TH<TNJH@ODH@NKM<BH<OD><GGTDHKGD><O@M@KG<>@H@IO





!*:2* <<h>>> uwele ma:gsch no (.) ↑guck da hat=s no
     47D,1(.5.B=6*+7*0.
:24 (72@4:2.0<.:6.62:6E;;.<:*=,1.
:24 zum wohl. ((Anstoβen von Gläsern))
   (%25+.7)
77* (-*4866<6.<8<*5=7<.:.:7C1:<4866<6.:1826
    bloβ weil die rauche wollet.

‘1 +<MD<  uwe dear do you want anything else (.) look there’re
     =J9I@NOJKD>F
 #MDF  [he’ll get nothing more we have to smoke. (.)
 #MDF  >C@@MN>GDIFDIBJA>G<NN@N
     9NTGG<=G@N:
 II<  [we’ll come home totally undernourished,
     just because these guys want to smoke.’

In line 2 of this excerpt, Erik produces two clauses, ‘he’ll get nothing more’ and ‘we have to 
smoke’. Together they form a clause combination or, in Gohl’s (2000: 85) terms, a 
‘construction’, bound together by the semantics: the latter clause is a cause for the former. 
#Q@IOCJPBCOC@ADMNO>G<PN@DNI@B<ODQ@<I?OC@G<OO@M<AADMH<ODQ@OCDN>JH=DI<ODJIDNIJO<I
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 ' <>OP<GGT?J >JIND?@M OCDN
>JINOMP>ODJI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NC<M@<GJOJADONNTIO<S<I?N@H<IOD>NRDOC9!016 :<I?9!#0&016 :'IG<O@M<MOD>G@N'
C<Q@IJO?JI@ NJ NDI>@ DO ?J@NIJO AJGGJR OC@?@ADIDODJI OC<O 'C<Q@ BDQ@I DI <??DODJI OJ









‘Sandy plays soccer but not tennis.’ ()JID@OUFJ5DIFG@M
-OC@M >JINOMP>ODJIN OC<O >JPG? C<Q@ =@@I NOP?D@? =PO R@M@ IJO DI>GP?@ OC@ 9! +( 016  :
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 2C@N@ H<T =@ APMOC@M ?DQD?@? JI OC@ =<NDN JA RC@OC@M OC@
>JJM?DI<ODJINP=JM?DI<ODJI DI OC@H DN NTI?@OD> JM <NTI?@OD> <I? RC@OC@M OC@ >JIEJDI@?
@G@H@ION <M@ =JOC >G<PN<G =JOC NP=>G<PN<G JM HDS@? $PMOC@MHJM@ <GG OC@N@ ><I =@













9:2JOOD@><GGNI@B<ODQ@ADMNO<I?I@B<ODQ@second forms ‘negfirst’ and ‘negsecond’, respectively, while McCawley opts 









hand, contrasts finite clauses. In Articles I and II, I retained McCawley’s (1991) term 
‘expanded’ for such constructions. @SCD=DON<><N@RC@M@OC@>JIOM<NO@?@G@H@IONC<Q@
?DAA@M@IONTIO<>OD>M<IFNOC@I@B<ODQ@@G@H@IODNKCM<N<G<I?<KK@I?@?OJ<APGG<AADMH<ODQ@
>G<PN@  @><PN@ JA OC@ ?@K@I?@I>@ JA OC@ I@B<ODQ@ JI OC@ <AADMH<ODQ@ ' ><GG@? NP>C
>JINOMP>ODJINKM@A<>@?!JINOMP>ODJIN GDF@ –<M@>JIND?@M@? DI<GG AJPM<MOD>G@N DI
.<MO'''I<??DODJIDIMOD>G@''IJO@?OC@>JIADBPM<ODJINDI–
 901651/7%* #5$76!:
The influence of all three is perceptible in Nicholas Shakespeare’s first novel, 























bombers for callous lack of ‘consideration for their own humanity and flesh’. 
‘"+(;$4($1,0$/56+(;$4(126+70$1,’ he said. (BNC: AKH)

 DGGPNOM<O@N OC@ 9!016 :>JINOMP>ODJI OC@HJNO>JI?@IN@?<I?HJNOAM@LP@IOJA OC@
I@B<ODQ@N@>JI? >JINOMP>ODJIN  NCJRN DON NTI?@OD> Q<MD<IO OC<O DI>GP?@N OC@ <??DODQ@
>JIEPI>ODJI#0&  DGGPNOM<O@N OC@ @SK<I?@?I@B<ODQ@N@>JI?K<OO@MI 'O DNHP>CM<M@M
OC<I OC@ >JMM@NKJI?DIB I@B<ODQ@ADMNO K<OO@MI 'IO@M@NODIBGT OC@N@ OCM@@ I@B<ODQ@N@>JI?
>JINOMP>ODJIN N@@H OJ =@ PN@? DI Q@MT NDHDG<M R<TN <O G@<NO DI I@RNK<K@M ?DN>JPMN@ <N
?DN>PNN@?DIMOD>G@''AMJHOC@KJDIOJAQD@RJA>JINOMP>ODJI<GNTIJITHT2C@OCM@@K<OO@MIN
DI–R@M@M@B<M?@?<N>@IOM<GAJM>JIOM<NODQ@I@B<ODJI<I?OC@T<M@OCPN>JIND?@M@?




lessons), adds, ‘I get girls who want to marry well, who don’t want to 
0$44;$/244;'4,8(4.’ (BNC: AKB)
 NCJRN ORJ M@G<ODQ@ >G<PN@N OC<O >C<M<>O@MDN@ OC@ N<H@ NO<O@ JA <AA<DMN OC@ ADMNO JI@
<AADMH<ODQ@GTOC@N@>JI?JI@=TI@B<ODIB<HPOP<GGT@S>GPNDQ@N>@I<MDJ

















 26only will it not be like its parents, it probably won’t want to be. (BNC: A7Y)
 7@OC@?D?126JKKJN@<GGOJSD>R<NO@HJQ@H@IO<AO@M<GGOC@N<H@PIDJI
M@KM@N@IONRJMF@MN<O0@>C@HDON@GA); he simply didn’t like the idea that big 
DI?PNOMD<GI<ODJINGDF@!<I<?<>JPG??PHKOC@DM?DMOTKMJ=G@HNJIOCDN>JPIOMT
<I?CDNH@H=@MN ,!3





go area for caravans parked don’t they? (BNC: KBP)
GJJFNGDF@<I<H<GB<HJA>JIOM<NODQ@I@B<ODJI<I?B@I@M<G<?Q@MN<ODQDOTJM>JI>@NNDQDOT
 @><PN@DODI>GP?@N<I<?Q@MN<ODQ@$76<>JI>@NNDQ@H<MF@MDOR<NIJODI>GP?@?DIOC@JOC@M
<MOD>G@N5DOCJPO OC@ K<MO AJGGJRDIB <I? DI>GP?DIB $76 DO RJPG? =@ < ><N@ JA 9! 016 :
&JR@Q@MOC@016N@@HNOJNO<MOOC@>JINOMP>ODJI<I@RM@K<DMGDF@2CPNDO<MBP<=GT><I>@GN




Table 1. Contrastive negation vs. other construction types 










#6.,"#",#%2'4#1#!-," It happened twice, it didn’t happen once.
2405 126 &2716(' $5 &2164$56,8(
1(*$6,21,11*/,5+$)6(446,&/(
:$03/(










HJNOGT M@<>ODQ@ RCD>C NPBB@NON OC<O OC@ ORJ >JIEPI>ODJIN ?DAA@M API>ODJI<GGT IJO EPNO
NOTGDNOD><GGT!JIOM<NODQ@I@B<ODJIH<T<GNJ=@>JH@ G@SD><GDN@? DIJOC@M AJMH>G<NN@N OC<I
>JIEPI>ODJINR@RDGGN@@NJH@@S<HKG@NJAOCDNDIOC@GDO@M<OPM@M@QD@RDIN@>ODJI

2.2.3 CONTRASTIVE NEGATION AS REPLACEMENT, ADDITION OR RESTRICTION 
N<GGP?@?OJDIOC@DIOMJ?P>ODJI>JIOM<NODQ@I@B<ODJIC<NOCM@@N@H<IOD>OTK@N=<N@?JI
OC@R<TDIRCD>COC@>JIOM<NO=@OR@@IOC@<AADMH<ODQ@<I?I@B<ODQ@@G@H@IONDN>JINOMP@?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Figure 1 The typology of focus phenomena (Dik et al. 1981:60) 
2C@ ADMNO ?DNODI>ODJI >PON =@OR@@I AJ>D OC<O <M@ 










A@<OPM@N DI OC@ AJMH<GDNO @B+JIO<BJQD<I N@IN@ ' C<Q@ >CJN@I OJ ?DN>PNN 
!JIOM<NO <I? –!JIOM<NO >JINDNO@IOGT <N
+JIO<BJQD<IA@<OPM@NOJN@K<M<O@OCDNIJODJIJA>JIOM<NOAMJHJOC@M?@ADIDODJINOC<O<M@HJM@K@MODI@IOAJMHT?DNN@MO<ODJI
'I<KM@QDJPNNOP?T1DGQ@IIJDI@I'C<Q@PN@?OC@A@<OPM@e!-,2012JMDBDI<GGTAMJH+PMKCTDI?@N>MD=DIB
>JIOM<NODQ@ I@B<ODJI >JINOMP>ODJIN PNDIB OC@ <OOMD=PO@Q<GP@H<OMD>@N JA  @MF@G@T!JINOMP>ODJI%M<HH<M OCDN A@<OPM@


























+JNO JARC<O"DF @O <G ?DN>PNNPI?@M OC@ MP=MD> JA $J>PN C<N OC@ A@<OPM@ 
!JIOM<NO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1K@>DAD>.M@NPKKJNDODJI2C@N@FDI?NJA AJ>PN <M@ APMOC@M
?DQD?@?DIOJOCJN@OC<O<M@>JMM@>ODQ@
!JMM@>ODQ@<B<DINOOCJN@OC<O<M@IJO–!JMM@>ODQ@
!JMM@>ODQ@ ><N@N <M@ APMOC@M ?DQD?@? DIOJ M@KG<>DIB @SK<I?DIB <I? M@NOMD>ODIB RCD>C
correspond to my replacive, additive and restrictive. Replacing focus is defined as ‘cases in 
RCD>C<NK@>DAD>DO@HDIOC@KM<BH<OD>DIAJMH<ODJIJAOC@<??M@NN@@DNM@HJQ@?<I?M@KG<>@?
by another, correct item’ (Dik et al. 1981: 63). There are thus two parts to replacing focus: 
M@E@>ODJIOC@I@B<ODQ@K<MO<I?>JMM@>ODJIOC@<AADMH<ODQ@K<MO&JR@Q@MDODNIJOOC@><N@
that Dik et al.’s replacing foci correspond exactly to replacDQ@><N@NJA>JIOM<NODQ@I@B<ODJI
AJM@S<HKG@!JIND?@M
  (JCIR@IOOJ*JI?JI
<B: No, he didn’t go to London, he went to New York.
= ,JC@R@IOOJ,@R7JMFIJOOJ*JI?JI
> B: No, he didn’t go to London.
? ,JC@R@IOOJ,@R7JMF"DF@O<GNGDBCOGTHJ?DAD@?
<<I?=<M@NOM<DBCOAJMR<M?><N@NJA>JIOM<NODQ@I@B<ODJI<NC<NN<D?OC<O(JCI
went to London, it is reasonable to posit this information as part of their ‘pragmatic 
information’ and as B thinks OC<O(JCIR@IOOJ,@R7JMFDINO@<?OCDNDIAJMH<ODJI<>ON<N<
corrective to A’s misguided view. However, Dik et al. consider > <I? ? OJC<Q@ <
NDHDG<MM@KG<>DIBAJ>PN>JIGT>JIO<DINOC@M@E@>ODJI<I??JIGTOC@>JMM@>ODJI1ODGG
OC@T<M@=JOC><N@NJAM@KG<>DIBAJ>DOC@I@B<O@?AJ>PNDI>H<I<B@NOJ>JIQ@TOC@A<>O
that something is amiss in A’s discourse universe and locates this, and the affirmed focus in 
d succeeds in removing ‘London’ and replacing it with ‘New York’ as they are construed 
<NHPOP<GGT@S>GPNDQ@DIOCDNK<MOD>PG<M><N@2CPNM@KG<>DIBAJ>PN<I?M@KG<>DQ@>JIOM<NODQ@
I@B<ODJI<M@IJOOC@N<H@<GOCJPBCOC@G<OO@MDNKMJ=<=GTOC@<M>C@OTK<GAJMHJAOC@AJMH@M
Expanding focus means ‘cases in whD>COC@$J>PNDIAJMH<ODJIDNH@<IOOJ=@<??@?OJ








>JIOM<NODQ@ I@B<ODJI >JINOMP>ODJI = JIGTC<N < >JMM@>ODJI AMJHRCD>C OC@ M@E@>ODJI
must be inferred. Dik et al. note that A’s presupposition is not actually reE@>O@?<NNP>C–
JIGTOC@DHKGD><OPM@OC<ODODN<I@SC<PNODQ@?@N>MDKODJIJARC<O(JCIC<N=JPBCO @><PN@
JAOCDN OC@<POCJMN<?HDO OC<OOC@ G<=@G
!JMM@>ODQ@ DN G@NN<KKGD><=G@OJ@SK<I?DIB AJ>PN
OC<IOJOC@JOC@MOTK@N
2C@ OCDM? OTK@ JA 
!JMM@>ODQ@ Aocus is restricting focus, ‘a type of Focus by which an 





<  No, he didn’t buy rice, he only bought coffee.
= ,JC@JIGT=JPBCO>JAA@@"DF@O<G
"DF@O<G<GNJIJO@><N@NDIRCD>COC@M@DN<NK@>DAD>KM@NPKKJNDODJI=PODODNIJO>JMM@>O@?
These are cases of selective focus, which is used ‘when the Focus information selects one 
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 Tax evasion is not {just/#only} a misdemeanour, it’s a felony. (Horn 2000: 149)
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entails ‘S is P’. Since tax evasion can only be either a misdemeanour or a felony, the variant 
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merely presupposes that ‘S is at least P’, thus allowing for cases in which S is above that level.
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 <He doesn’t {only/just/merely/simply} like her (—C@GJQ@NC@M
=&@IJOVJIGT	EPNO	H@M@GT	NDHKGTWGDF@NC@MC@GJQ@NC@M
> ,JOVJIGT	EPNO	H@M@GT	NDHKGTW?J@NC@GDF@C@MC@GJQ@NC@M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?He {doesn’t only like/*not only likes} her.
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‘the rhetorical effect of presupposing a weaker, non>JIOMJQ@MND<G<N<NKMDIB=J<M?AJMOC@<NN@MODJIJA<NOMJIB@MDN<
manœvre particularly exploited by those writing letters to the editor’ &JMI

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correct interpretation of the speaker’s words or actions in interaction (Deppermann 2014). 
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      ‘what, he I mean what, was he really bad? or?’

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      ‘he was. he only said that it’sOJPBCRJMFDIBRDOCPN<I?OC<O
      C@C<NOJspell everything out and’


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      *5<18=01   ;8  8<1.: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"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      ‘although, so in other words’

    →       		
      "% 9=+52,2;.#&# +=< ,:2<2,2;.#%&
      ‘he didn’t publicise but criticised (us)’

&**>2  7227<82;27;*78.7





–, Taavi summarises the contents of the interview and the choir leader’s criticism of the 
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
He construes his turn as a reformulation of the previous turn (‘so, in other words’) and the 
M@AJMHPG<ODJI DON@GANCJRI DIGDI@, is a contrastive negation (‘he didn’t publicise us, he 
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‘corrective coordination’, and their focus has largely been on conjunctions like English $76
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To return to the earlier example (which is originally Givón’s), sayDIBOh, my wife’s not 
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Figure 2 Two mental spaces evoked by sentential negation (Verhagen 2005:30) 







Veselinova (2013: 111), I use the term ‘special negator’ for negative constructions that differ 
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7@C 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 <# $7 *'  -#('+ '4 *'  %*#
 C@ ,#% ?MDIF >JAA@@ =PO ?MDIF O@< 
 ‘He didn’t drink coffee but tea.’

=# *'  %*# $7 *'  -#('+
 C@ ?MDIF O@< ,#% ?MDIF >JAA@@
 ‘He drank tea, not coffee.’

># $75*+  *'  -#('+ 6# 5*+ *'  %*#
 C@ ,#%$-! ?MDIF >JAA@@ C@ $-! ?MDIF O@<
 ‘He didn’t drink >JAA@@—he drank tea.’

?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# 5*+ *'  %*# 6#$75*+  *'  -#('+
 C@ $-! ?MDIF O@< C@,#%$-! ?MDIF >JAA@@
 ‘He drank tea—he didn’t drink coffee.’ (Yeh 1995: 57, glossing modified)
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on negation and polarity. It figures only a few times in Otto Jespersen’s ')#6+10+00).+5*
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attached to the finite verb in a clause; he calls this ‘nexal negation’, since the finite verb is a 
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DIHe doesn’t sm1-'%+)#45the two notions are ‘he’ 
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preference for nexal negation, the second for negation to be attached to ‘any word that can 
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I@B<ODJIproved vexing also to another classic treatment, Klima (1964). In Klima’s account, 
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<M@AG@SJARCD>CDNOC@
J=GDB<OJMDI@NN JA&1NPKKJMO DI NDHKG@ O@IN@ I@B<ODJIN JA G@SD><G Q@M=N 5*')1'5 QN 5*'
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3NDIBQ<MDJPNNTIO<>OD>
O@NON%<O@N<I?1@MDBCO>JI>GP?@OC<OOC@I@B<ODQ@K<MODIOC@N@>JINOMP>ODJINDNNP=JM?DI<O@
OJOC@<AADMH<ODQ@'M@OPMIOJOC@DMK<K@MDIN@>ODJI
+JNO JA RC<O C<N =@@I RMDOO@I <=JPO >JIOM<NODQ@ I@B<ODJI DI OC@ K<NO OCM@@ ?@><?@N
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examples only has singular conjoins in this context, Vicente’s argumentation has no bearing on which of the conjoins agrees 





><N@ OC<O; 65*+46 +59*+6' DN A<GN@ <I? 8+%' 8'45# -I OC@ JOC@M C<I?H@O<GDIBPDNOD>
I@B<ODJI O<MB@ON OC@ <KKMJKMD<O@I@NN JA <I POO@M<I>@ M<OC@M OC<I KMJKJNDODJI<G >JIO@IO
!G<NND>@S<HKG@NJAH@O<GDIBPDNOD>I@B<ODJI<M@–&JMI–
 I didn’t manage to trap two mJI%##1#—'H<I<B@?OJOM<KORJHJI%--1#1
 Grandma isn’t ‘feeling lousy’, Johnny, she’s indisposed.
 I’m not his daughter—he’s my father.
 1-+#men aren’t chauvinists—**H@I<M@>C<PQDIDNON
0<OC@MOC<IOC@KMJKJNDODJI<G>JIO@IO&JMI<MBP@NOC@N@@S<HKG@N?@ITGDIBPDNOD>AJMH
OC@NJ>D<GJMNOTGDNOD><KKMJKMD<O@I@NNJA<IPOO@M<I>@JM<N><G<MDHKGD><OPM@&JR@Q@M<N
we will see in section 2.3.5. below, the vagueness of Horn’s formulation seems to linger in 





I@B<ODJI DN >JHKG@S ' NC<GG <??M@NN OC@ K<MOD>PG<MN =@GJR DI N@>ODJI  $JM KM@N@IO
KPMKJN@NOC@HJNODIO@M@NODIBJAOC@M@NKJIN@NOJ&JMIDN+>!<RG@T2C@NO<MODIB
point in McCawley’s paper is the observation that contrastive negation and metalinguistic 
negation are separate; he writes that ‘my complaint about chapter 6 [in Horn (1989)] is that 
&JMI >JIAG<O@N OCJN@ ORJ IJODJIN <I? <N < M@NPGO NGDBCON OC@ HJM@ P=DLPDOJPN =PO G@NN





RC@M@<N = DN <=JPO G@SD><G >CJD>@ 2C@ AJMH@M DN OCPN ?@N>MDKODQ@ OC@ G<OO@M
H@O<GDIBPDNOD>!JIOM<NODQ@I@B<ODJIDNOCPNIJOH@O<GDIBPDNOD><NNP>COCJPBC<>>JM?DIBOJ
McCawley, it ‘lends itself particularly easily to metalinguistic uses’ (1991: 189).
The bulk of McCawley’s paper is about contrastive negatDJI<N<A<HDGTJA>JINOMP>ODJIN
DI #IBGDNC <I<GTN@? AMJH < M@QDNDJIDNO OM<INAJMH<ODJI<GB@I@M<ODQ@ K@MNK@>ODQ@ N@@
+>!<RG@T2CPNOC@OJKD>JAOC@K<K@MDNM@G<O@?OJOC<OJA%<O@N<I?1@MDBCOOCJPBC
+>!<RG@T?J@NIJON@@HOJC<Q@=@@I<R<M@JAOC<ONOP?T+>!<RG@TD?@IODAD@N
five ‘forms’ of contrastive negation, listed in 

 ‘S&-02’$-0+1
< (JCI?M<IFIJO>JAA@@=POO@<    =<ND>AJMH
=(JCI?M<IFO@<IJO>JAA@@     M@Q@MN@AJMH
> John didn’t drink coffee but tea.   <I>CJM@?AJMH
c’.I’m surprised at John not drinking coffee but tea.

‘E6.,"#"’$-0+1
?John didn’t drink coffee, he drank tea. =<ND>@SK<I?@?AJMH
@ (JCI?M<Ik `tea, he didn’t drink ˅>JAA@@M@Q@MN@@SK<I?@?AJMH
+>!<RG@T N@@HN OJ M@B<M? OCDN GDNO <N @SC<PNODQ@ &@ >JIND?@MN OC@ 9016   $76 !:
>JINOMP>ODJIOJ=@=<ND>N@@<2C@9!016 :>JINOMP>ODJIDI=DN?@MDQ@?AMJHDO
DI OCDN?@MDQ<ODJI OC@ >JIEPI>ODJI $76 DN GJNO <I? OC@ JM?@M DN M@Q@MN@?RCD>C BDQ@N OC@
construction its name in McCawley’s system, the ‘reverse form’. The basic and reverse forms 
are ‘short’ forms, which means that they operate on phrases. Forms of contrastive negation 
OC<OJK@M<O@JI>G<PN@N<M@called ‘expanded’ (examples ?<I?@-AOC@@SK<I?@?
AJMHNI@DOC@MOC@=<ND>IJMOC@M@Q@MN@AJMHC<Q@<>JIEPI>ODJIJA<ITFDI?
2C@=<ND>NCJMOAJMHJIGTDI>GP?@N><N@NDIRCD>COC@I@B<ODJIDN<OO<>C@?OJDONAJ>PN
5C@IDOis not (i.e. when it is ‘nexal’ in Jespersen’s terminology), we have an ‘anchored’ form 
–NJ><GG@?=@><PN@OC@I@B<ODJIDN<I>CJM@?OJOC@>G<PN@PI?@MDONN>JK@+>!<RG@T
>NCJRN<I>CJMDIBOJ<ADIDO@>G<PN@c’ to a nonADIDO@JI@









2CDN DN IJO OJ ?DN>JPIO OC@ ?DNODI>ODJI =@OR@@I <I>CJM@? <I? IJI<I>CJM@? AJMHN
>JHKG@O@GT+<ITJAOC@G<IBP<B@NNOP?D@?DIMOD>G@N'''<I?'4JAOCDN?DNN@MO<ODJI?DAA@MDI
O@MHN JA OC@DM KM@A@M@I>@ JM G<>F OC@M@JA AJM I@B<ODJI OJ =@ <OO<>C@? OJ OC@ Q@M= KCM<N@




< RCD>C >JIO<DIN OC@ NK@>D<G >JIOM<NODQ@ I@B<OJM 010 2#5 <I? = DI RCD>C OC@
NO<I?<M?I@B<ODJI>JINOMP>ODJIne…pasDNPN@?
 <M+'00'.'#07$''560102#5$.'7/#+5,#70'
 ‘In Vienna, the Danube is not blue but yellow.’ (constructed)
=À Vienne, le Danube n’est pas bleu, mais jaune.




Moreover, McCawley’s scheme is not as complete as he presents it to be. The [!#0&016
 : <I? 9016   !: >JINOMP>ODJIN <M@ HDNNDIB 2C@M@ <M@ <GNJ ORJ HJM@ API?<H@IO<G




#SK<I?@? I@B<ODQ@ADMNO >JINOMP>ODJI DI d are in any way ‘basic’ in relatiJI OJ JOC@M
>JINOMP>ODJIN DI OC@ >JIOM<NODQ@ I@B<ODJI A<HDGT &JR@Q@M OCDN ?J@N IJO H@<I OC<O HT
<KKMJ<>CM@E@>ON OC@KJNND=DGDOTJA GDIFN=@OR@@I>JINOMP>ODJIN-IOC@>JIOM<MT DOKJNDON
OC<OOC@M@<M@GDIFN=@OR@@IAJMH<GGT<I<GJBJPN<I?API>ODJI<GGTNDHDG<M>JINOMP>ODJIN2CDN
D?@<RDGG=@@G<=JM<O@?DI>C<KO@M
The second difference between McCawley’s approach and mine concerns the nature of 
OC@N@OJA>JIOM<NODQ@I@B<ODJI>JINOMP>ODJIN$JM+>!<RG@T#IBGDNC!JIOM<NODQ@,@B<ODJI
DN<ADS@?N@O$JMH@DODNK<MOD<GGTJK@I@I?@?DI<??DODJIOJOC@@IOM@I>C@?>JINOMP>ODJI<G




'I?@K@I?@IOGT JA &JMI <I? +>!<RG@T 2JOOD@ <POCJM@? N@Q@M<G >JMKPN=<N@? <I?
NJ>DJGDIBPDNOD>NOP?D@NJI#IBGDNCI@B<ODJIDIOC@N>PGHDI<ODIBDI')#6+10+00).+5*







OC@ 9! $76 016  : >JINOMP>ODJI 2JOOD@    ,@Q@MOC@G@NN OJ HT FIJRG@?B@
Tottie’s is the only corpus=<N@?NOP?TOJ<??M@NN>JIOM<NODQ@I@B<ODJI>JINOMP>ODJIN=@AJM@
MOD>G@ ' <I? @Q@I OCJPBC C@M AJ>PN DN JI OC@ Q<MD<ODJI =@OR@@I 016I@B<ODJI <I? 01
I@B<ODJI<N<=TKMJ?P>OJAOC<O<I<GTNDNNC@?DN>JQ@MNDIO@M@NODIBK<OO@MINDIC@M?<O<JI
>JIOM<NODQ@>JINOMP>ODJIN
2JOOD@ NO<MON RDOC OC@ <NNPHKODJI OC<O >JIOM<NODQ@ I@B<ODJI A<QJPMN 016I@B<ODJI
following LaBrum’s ( CDNOJMD><G >G<DH OC<O016I@B<ODJIR<N @IOM@I>C@? DI #IBGDNC
OCMJPBC DON PN@ DI >JIOM<NODQ@ >JINOMP>ODJIN  2C@ <NNPH@? NTI>CMJID> >JII@>ODJI
=@OR@@I016negation and contrastive negation is confirmed in both Tottie’s study and my 
MOD>G@'2JOOD@divides contrastive constructions into two groups, which she calls ‘negfirst’ 
 
 2JOOD@ <GNJ >DO@N (@NK@MN@I   DI OCDN >JIO@SO <N NPKKJMODIB OC@ D?@< OC<O >JIOM<NODQ@ >JINOMP>ODJIN <M@
<NNJ>D<O@?RDOC016I@B<ODJIM<OC@MOC<I01I@B<ODJI&JR@Q@MOC@M@G@Q<IOK<NN<B@DI(@NK@MN@I>JI>@MINOC@?DNODI>ODJI
=@OR@@INK@>D<G<I?I@S<GI@B<ODJIRCD>CDNIJOD?@IOD><GRDOCOC@01601?DNODI>ODJI
LaBrum’s study is based on a very small dataset. Working with more data, Wallage –ADI?NOC<ORCDG@
>JIOM<NODQ@ I@B<ODJI C<N A<QJPM@?016 NDI>@ OC@-G?#IBGDNC K@MDJ? OCDNKMJ=<=GTR<N IJO @IJPBC OJ @SKG<DIRCT 016
M@KG<>@?OC@@<MGD@MI@B<OJM0'

and ‘negsecond’; because of the former’s association with Jespersen’s (1917) negADMNO
principle, I have used the terms ‘negativefirst’ and ‘negativesecond’ instead. AccordiIBOJ
Tottie (1991: 163), the two types are ‘distinguished by the locus of the contrastive negative 
AJ>PN@DOC@M=@AJM@JM<AO@M$76(which need not be explicit in the utterance)’. She presents 
OC@?DAA@M@I>@<NDI2JOOD@
 < ,#%6 327 '?D?IJOI@@?HJI@T=POAMD@I?N
=6 32,#%7 'I@@?@?AMD@I?N=POIJOHJI@T
2JOOD@?J@NIJOH<F@<?DNODI>ODJI=@OR@@I<?Q@MN<ODQ@<I?>JMM@>ODQ@$762CPN?@ADI@?
>JIOM<NODQ@ >JINOMP>ODJIN <>>JPIO AJM  JA OC@ I@B<ODJIN DI C@M NKJF@I <I?  JA C@M
RMDOO@I ?<O< 2JOOD@  –-A OC@N@01I@B<ODJI <>>JPIO@? AJM JIGT  JA OC@
NKJF@I><N@N<I?JAOC@RMDOO@IJI@NOC@N@K@M>@IO<B@NI@@?OJ=@O<F@IRDOC<BM<DI
JAN<GONDI>@OC@M<RIPH=@MN<M@NH<GG–OC@M@<M@JIGT><N@NJA>JIOM<NODQ@I@B<ODJIDI
C@M NKJF@I ?<O< JQ@M<GG JI@ JA RCD>C C<N 01I@B<ODJI 1C@ <OO@NON 01I@B<ODJI JIGT DI
I@B<ODQ@N@>JI? >JINOMP>ODJIN <I? @Q@I OC@N@ <M@ @DOC@M ><N@N JA OC@ 9! $76 016  :
>JINOMP>ODJI GDF@  JM JOC@M @S<HKG@N RCD>C <M@ IJO >JIOM<NODQ@ I@B<ODJI <N ' C<Q@
?@ADI@?OC@O@MHC@M@GDF@–
 OCDNDNDavid Simons # … # gives his address # =POIJ?<O@
 2C@<?HDIDNOM<ODJIDNNOMDQDIBOJK@MNP<?@!JIBM@NNOC<O<OPMIMJPI?DI




Interestingly, in Tottie’s ?<O<I@B<ODQ@N@>JI?>JINOMP>ODJIN<M@NJH@RC<OHJM@>JHHJI
DINK@@>C>JIOM<MTOJHDI@'OH<T=@OC<OOCDNDNDIK<MO?P@OJOC@?DAA@M@IO?@ADIDODJINJA
>JIOM<NODQ@ >JINOMP>ODJI DI OC@N@ NOP?Des. In both Tottie’s study and mine, negativeADMNO
>JINOMP>ODJINKM@?JHDI<O@DIRMDODIB
-AOC@JOC@M>JMKPN=<N@?NOP?D@NDIOJKM@N@IO?<T#IBGDNCI@B<ODJII?@MR<G?
.DOON < !CDG?N  IJI@ GJJFN NK@>DAD><GGT DIOJ >JIOM<NODQ@ I@B<ODJI  T >JIOM<NO
NJH@CDNOJMD><G NOP?D@NC<Q@GJJF@? DIOJ>JIOM<NODQ@I@B<ODJI DI-G?<I?+D??G@#IBGDNC
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?DN>JPMN@PIDQ@MN@>JPG?=@<I?JI@JAOC@N@I@@?NOJ=@@S>GP?@?AMJH>JIND?@M<ODJI2CDN





N@@H OJ C<Q@ =@@I LPDO@ NO<=G@ <O G@<NO DI #IBGDNC 2C@ IPH=@M JA OC@N@ >JINOMP>ODJIN
NPBB@NONOC<OOC@M@<M@H<ITAPI>ODJI<GKM@NNPM@N<ORJMFDIDIAGP@I>DIBOC@>CJD>@JAJI@
AJMHJQ@MOC@JOC@MN
2.3.2 CORRECTIVE COORDINATION (OR SUBORDINATION) 
'C<Q@@HKC<NDN@?OC<O>JIOM<NODQ@I@B<ODJIDN<>JH=DI<ODJIJA<OG@<NOORJOCDIBN2C@M@
<M@H<ITR<TNJA>JH=DIDIBORJ@G@H@IONNP>C<NKCM<N@NJM>G<PN@N=POOC@HJNO=<ND>
?DNODI>ODJI >PON <>MJNN >JJM?DI<ODJI <I? NP=JM?DI<ODJI !JJM?DI<ODJI M@A@MN OJ <
>JH=DI<ODJIJAORJ@LP<GGTM<IF@?@G@H@ION<I?NP=JM?DI<ODJIOJ<>JH=DI<ODJIJAORJ
@G@H@IONJARCD>CJI@DN?@K@I?@IOJIOC@JOC@M!MJNNGDIBPDNOD><GGTOC@HJNOOTKD><GR<T
OJH<MF>JJM?DI<ODJI DN=T<H<MF@M OC<ONDON=@OR@@I OC@>JJM?DI<O@?@G@H@ION @BOC@
>JIEPI>ODJI#0&DI+/#0&''1O<NN@I<I?@NK@>D<GGTDI#PMJK@<IG<IBP<B@N
OC@N<H@NOM<O@BTDN<Q<DG<=G@AJMNP=JM?DI<ODJI@B$'(14'DII’ll eat before she arrives'I
<??DODJIR@H<T?DNODIBPDNC>JMM@G<ODJIOJM@A@MOJ>JH=DI<ODJINDIRCD>C=JOC@G@H@ION
<M@ H<MF@? NJH@CJR <I? EPSO<KJNDODJI OJ M@A@M OJ >JH=DI<ODJIN DI RCD>C I@DOC@M DN
H<MF@?2C@N@AJPM<M@@S@HKGDAD@?DI
 < (JCIDN<0@KP=GD><I%76he’s honest.
=(JCIDN<0@KP=GD><I$/6+27*+he’s honest.
> (JCIDN%26+<0@KP=GD><I$1'<ICJI@NOH<I
?(JCIDN<Republican, he’s also an honest man.
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 'IK<MOD>PG<M
H<IT >JIOM<NODQ@ I@B<ODJI >JINOMP>ODJIN J>>PKT OC@ BM@T <M@< =@OR@@I PI@LPDQJ><G
>JJM?DI<ODJI<I?NP=JM?DI<ODJI%<O@N<I?1@MDBCO<??P>@N@Q@M<G<MBPH@IONOJOCDN
@AA@>OJI#IBGDNC>JIOM<NODQ@I@B<ODJI>JINOMP>ODJIN9!016 :<I?9016 $76!:<NR@GG<N
9! $76 016  : RCD>C OC@T ?DN>PNN DI OC@ N<H@ >JIO@SO 2C@ HJNO DHKJMO<IO <MBPH@IO
>JI>@MIN NP=E@>OQ@M= <BM@@H@IO 2C@ M@G@Q<IO ><N@N <M@ – %<O@N (M  1@MDBCO
'C<Q@HJ?DAD@?NGDBCOGT













NCJRN<OTKD><G><N@JA NP=E@>OQ@M=<BM@@H@IO DI>JJM?DI<ODJI OC@NP=E@>ON DI=JOC
Q@MNDJIN<M@KGPM<G<I?OC@M@AJM@OC@Q@M=DN<NR@GG DGGPNOM<O@N<K<M<GG@G?DNEPI>ODQ@




RC@I 6*'5' $11-5 JM 6*'5' DN2CDN DN @Q@I OC@ ><N@ AJM RCD>C DN N@H<IOD><GGT LPDO@
NDHDG<MOJ
2C@N@ <M@ NP=OG@ EP?B@H@ION <I? OJHT FIJRG@?B@ OC@T C<Q@ IJO =@@I NP=E@>O@? OJ
MDBJMJPN O@NODIB 3INPMKMDNDIBGT K@MC<KN OC@M@ <M@ ?DN<BM@@H@ION 'I?@@? 4D>@IO@
KM@N@ION@S<>OGTOC@JKKJNDO@EP?B@H@IONDI1K<IDNCNGDBCOGTHJ?DAD@?
 <1 5' VP24'5'06I  	 24'5'06#410   70 2+#0+56#
 ,#% 0#$*  NCJRPK1%.12 NCJRPK.*.12 <  KD<IDNO
 5+01   64'5  641/$10+56#5
 =PO!-00 OCM@@ OMJH=JI@KG<T@M.*
 ‘A pianist didn’t show up but three trombone players did.’

=1 5' V	24'5'06I P  24'5'06#410   70 2+#0+56#
 ,#% 0#$*  NCJRPK1%.12 NCJRPK.*.12 <  KD<IDNO
 ;  64'5  641/$10+56#5
 <I? OCM@@ OMJH=JI@KG<T@M.*






9!016 :<I?DON>GJN@ND=GDIB9!#0&016 ] as examples of ‘016in coordination’. McCawley 
>JIND?@MNOC@=<ND>AJMHJA9016 $76!:>JJM?DI<O@=POOC@<I>CJM@?AJMH<I?OC@9!016







2C@ AJM@BJDIB HDBCO =@ @SKG<DI@? <R<T PNDIB < NPDO<=G@ OC@JM@OD><G ?@ADIDODJI JA
>JJM?DI<ODJI  HJM@ N@MDJPN <MBPH@IO <B<DINO M@NOMD>ODIB >JIOM<NODQ@ I@B<ODJI JIGT OJ
>JJM?DI<O@>JINOMP>ODJIN>JH@NAMJH@S<HKG@NGDF@<I?RCD>C<M@AMJHMOD>G@N'
<I?'4M@NK@>ODQ@GT
 The influence of all three is perceptible in Nicholas Shakespeare’s first novel, 
OCJPBCDODN1265207&+6+e magical flights of Marquez as Greene’s 
$6+2/,&0;56,&,50RCD>C'AJPI?OC@HJNODIOMDBPDIB ,!
 4#E#5#15+06'4%A/$+15&''567&#06'5%1/157%'&'01241)4#/#4#5/75
‘Thanks to student exchanges, such as Erasmus,’
15   015515  ,18'05       
OC@.*+ JPM.*+ TJPIB.* ,#%  JIGT   ?@@K@I.* 




OC@.*+ OC@DM FIJRG@?B@.*  DI ?JH<DI.* NK@>DAD>.*+  
         	
 
<N   <GNJ    =MJ<?@I.* OC@.*+ OC@DM CJMDUJI.*
‘our young people areIJOJIGTAPMOC@MDIBOC@DMFIJRG@?B@DINK@>DAD>NP=E@>O
areas, but are also broadening their horizons.’ (Europarl)




DI @Q@MT NDS ><N@N  DI OPMI?DNKG<TN OC@.JMOPBP@N@ <??DODQ@>JIOM<NODQ@ >JINOMP>ODJI
90C1#2'0#55I %1/16#/$F/!] ‘(lit.) not only X as (also) Y’, in which the adversative 
>JIEPI>ODJI/#5‘but’ is replaced by the similative subordinator %1/1‘as’. This is possibly a 
M@NPGOJA>JIO<HDI<ODJIAMJHOC@>JINOMP>ODJI96#061 %1/1!] ‘both X and Y’. SDHDG<ODQ@








,@Q<G<DI@I  – 2C@ GDO@M<OPM@ >JIO<DIN Q<MDJPN>G<NNDAD><ODJIN <I? OC@
O@MHDIJGJBD@N JA ?DAA@M@IO NOP?D@N <M@ DI>JINDNO@IO OJ OC@ KJDIO JA I@<M PIDIO@GGDBD=DGDOT
(Izutsu 2008: 647): ‘adversative’ is sometimes used for ‘corrective’ (e.g. Birkelund 2009), 
sometimes for ‘concessive’ (e.g. Traugott 1995), and som@ODH@N <N < B@I@M<G O@MH
@I>JHK<NNDIB=JOC>JMM@>ODQ@N<I?>JI>@NNDQ@N@BC@M@2C@O@MHNOC<O'C<Q@>CJN@I
 
 2J DGGPNOM<O@ APMOC@M 'UPONP  <I? +<PMD  ORJ JA OC@ HJNO >JHKM@C@INDQ@ <I? O@MHDIJGJBD><GGT
>JIND?@M@?NOP?D@NJIOC@NP=E@>O?DN<BM@@<GHJNO>JHKG@O@GTJIRC<OOJ><GGOC@?DAA@M@ION@H<IOD>>G<NN@N'UPONPPN@N
‘opposition’ as the superordinate category that is divided into ‘contrast’, ‘concessive’ and ‘corrective’. Mauri uses ‘contrast’ 
as the superordinate, divided into ‘oppositive’ (Izutsu’s contrast), ‘counterexpectative’ (Izutsu’s concessive) and ‘corrective’ 











 John is tall but he’s no good at basketball. (Lakoff 1971: 133)
 (JCIDNIJOH@MD><I=PO MDODNC'UPONP
2C@?DAA@M@I>@=@OR@@IN@H<IOD>JKKJNDODJI<I??@ID<GJA@SK@>O<ODJIDNIJOQ@MT>@IOM<GOJ
this dissertation and hence I shall lump them together and call them simply ‘adversative’. 













 ‘Ion is not stupid, but lazy.’
'I<+#4>JINOMP@NOC@M@G<ODJI=@OR@@IOC@ORJ>G<PN@N<NN@H<IOD>JKKJNDODJIDI=
&#4<I?însă>M@<O@<?@ID<GJA@SK@>O<ODJI<I?DI>%+@AA@>ON<>JMM@>ODQ@>JJM?DI<ODJI
!JMM@>ODQ@ >JJM?DI<ODJI C<N =@@I H@IODJI@? DI @<MGT BM<HH<MN <I? ?D>ODJI<MD@N
@NK@>D<GGTJIOCJN@G<IBP<B@NOC<OH<F@<?DNODI>ODJI=@OR@@I.<I?1,>JJM?DI<ODJI
&JR@Q@MOCDN<OO@IODJIR<NHJNOGT?@N>MDKODQ@<I?CDNOJMD><G T>JIOM<NOPKPIODGOC@G<O@
N >JMM@>ODQ@ >JJM?DI<ODJI R<N N@G?JH <??M@NN@? DI OC@ OC@JM@OD><G GDO@M<OPM@ JI
>JIEPI>ODJIN @B *<FJAA  N@@+<PMD   KJNND=GT=@><PN@ #IBGDNC ?J@N IJO
 
JA@SK@>O<ODJI$76’ for Izutsu’s ‘contrast’ and ‘concessive’, respectively, but she does not address correction (i.e. contrastive 
negation) at all. I have chosen to use Lakoff’s terms for the two meanings she dJ@N?DN>PNN=@><PN@JAOC@N@HDI<GKJNDODJI
of her study and ‘correction’ for the third subtype, which is most relevant to us.
















 <1 '5  (4#0%F5 *#$.#  (4#0%F5
 ,#% =@1% $M@I>C =PO"4 NK@<F1%$M@I>C
   =&@DNIJO$M@I>C%76C@NK@<FN$M@I>C 
 <1 '5  (4#0%F5 
  #.'/?0
 ,#% =@1% $M@I>C  =PO!-00 %@MH<I 
   =&@DNIJO$M@I>C%76%@MH<I

IN>JH=M@and Ducrot’s paper appeared at the same time as Dascal and Katriel’s (1977) 
<MOD>G@JIOC@N<H@KC@IJH@IJIDI&@=M@R1DI>@OC@IOC@?DNODI>ODJI=@OR@@I.<I?
1, >JJM?DI<ODJI C<N =@@I NOP?D@? DI <O G@<NO$DIIDNC )JMCJI@I)PN>C )JMCJI@I
$M@I>C DMF@GPI?%@MH<I=M<C<H)J@IDB @II?JMA)<NDHDM







C<N >JI>@IOM<O@? JI OC@ IPH=@M JA N@IN@N OC<O $76 C<N RDOC >@MO<DI <POCJMN RDGGDIB OJ
>JGG<KN@ OC@=JPI?<MT=@OR@@I N@H<IOD> JKKJNDODJI <I??@ID<G JA @SK@>O<ODJI&JR@Q@M
$JJG@I<<MBP@NOC<OOC@KD>OPM@DN<OOC@N<H@ODH@NDHKG@M<I?HJM@>JHKGD><O@?
 




and Ducrot’s paper (e.g. Abraham 1979; Lang 1984, which are based on the authors’ previous work written in German)





@SK@>O<ODJI NP=NPH@N N@H<IOD> JKKJNDODJI &JR@Q@M C@ NCJRN OC<O AJM 0PNND<I OC@
?DNODI>ODJIHPNO=@<>>@KO@?NDI>@0PNND<IC<NG@SD><GDN@?OC@?DNODI>ODJIDIOJ#N@H<IOD>
JKKJNDODJI >JMM@>ODJI <I? JOC@M API>ODJIN IJO ?DN>PNN@? =T $JJG@I <I? 01 ?@ID<G JA
@SK@>O<ODJI  @SCD=DON N@H<IOD> JKKJNDODJI @SKM@NN@? RDOC #  ?@ID<G JA
@SK@>O<ODJIRDOC01<I?>JMM@>ODJI<B<DIRDOC#
 .') .,7$+6 (76$1.    1/# 0' .,7$+6
-G@B  GDF@N  AJJO=<GG =PO 0JH< IJO GDF@N
‘Oleg likes football, butRoma doesn’t.’ (Jasinskaja & Zeevat 2009: 234)
 #0,# 241567&+.5,#  215*'. 8  5*-1.7
4<IE< ><PBCO>JG?  =PO R@IO OJ N>CJJG
‘Vanja caught cold, but went to school’ (Malchukov 2004: 180)
 .') '<&+. 0' 8  Pariž,   8 '4.+0
-G@B  R@IO IJO OJ .<MDN =PO OJ @MGDI
‘Oleg didn’t go to Paris but to Berlin.’ (Jasinskaja 2010: 433)




























@S>@KODJIN &JR@Q@M OC@ >JMKPN <I<GTN@N DI MOD>G@N ' '' <I? '4 NCJR OC<O >JMM@>ODQ@
>JIEPI>ODJIN=JOC.1,<I?1,>JIEPI>ODJIN<M@CDBCGTKM@Q<G@IO@NK@>D<GGTDI<??DODQ@
>JINOMP>ODJIN-I@JAOC@A@R@S>@KODJINDN1Q@INNJIRCJ>JHK<M@NOC@$M@I>C9010




2C@M@ DN <GNJ <IJOC@MR@GGFIJRI BM<HH<OD><GDN<ODJI K<OC AJM >JMM@>ODQ@NRCD>CH<T
<KK@<MJKKJNDO@OJOC@M@NOMD>ODQ@>JMM@>ODQ@K<OC+<IT0JH<I>@G<IBP<B@NC<Q@.1,
>JIEPI>ODJIN OC<O NO@H AMJH OC@ *<ODI >JHK<M<ODQ@H<MF@M/#)+5 ‘more’: French /#+5
'O<GD<I /# .JMOPBP@N@ /#5 "P>MJO  4JBO  "P>MJO <I? 4JBO <MBP@ OC<O OCDN
BM<HH<OD><GDN<ODJIK<OCDNHJODQ<O@?AJM>JMM@>ODQ@N=@><PN@JAOC@DHKGD>DODIOC@DMO@MHN
‘argumentative’) negativity of comparison. Consider JMDBDI<GGTAMJH!D>@MJDIRCD>C
the comparison of ‘eloquent’ and ‘wise’ seems to negate the latter:
 +5'4675/#)+5'5637#/5#2+'05
‘He is more eloquent than wise’ (Ducrot & Vogt 1979: 323)





IJO@N OC<O OC@ @S>GPNDQ@ <?Q@M=N NP>C <N ,756 <I? 10.; NJH@ODH@N API>ODJI <FDI OJ <
>JIEPI>ODJI DI M@NOMD>ODQ@ >JINOMP>ODJINRDOCJPO$76 <N DI &JR@Q@M =@><PN@JA OC@
NTIO<>OD> M@NOMD>ODJIN JA OCDN >JINOMP>ODJI ' <MBP@ OC<O IJI@ JA OC@ @S>GPNDQ@ <?Q@M=N DI
LP@NODJIC<NAPGGTBM<HH<OD><GDN@?DIOJ<>JMM@>ODQ@>JIEPI>ODJI
 ‘It's 126+$4'RJMF,’ she says, ‘-756&2156$16.’ (BNC)
"DN>JPMN@H<MF@MN?DNKG<TNDHDG<MN@H<IOD>N<N>JIEPI>ODJIN'I1K<IDNC?DN>JPMN@H<MF@MN
K<OO@MIAJGGJRDIBOC@.1,?DNODI>ODJI1>CR@IO@M'I#IBGDNC<I?$M@I>CH<MF@MN
NP>C <N 10 6*' %1064#4; <I? DON @LPDQ<G@IO#7 %1064#+4' C<Q@ NK@>D<GDN@? DI >JIOM<NODQ@
I@B<ODJI@NK@>D<GGT@SK<I?@?>JINOMP>ODJIN*@RDN"DN>JPMN@H<MF@MNH<TDIO@M<>O
RDOC>JMM@>ODQ@>JIEPI>ODJINAJMDINO<I>@RC@I#IBGDNC$76R<N<>LPDMDIBDON>JMM@>ODQ@PN@




>JJM?DI<ODJI <N R@GG <N JOC@M NOM<O@BD@N AJM @SKM@NNDIB >JMM@>ODQDOT 'I <??DODJI OJ









OC@JM@OD><G IJODJI DI DIAJMH<ODJI NOMP>OPM@ ?DN>JPMN@ NOMP>OPM@ <I? G@SD><G N@H<IOD>N
3H=<>C  +PMKCT  $JM HT KPMKJN@N DIAJMH<ODJI NOMP>OPM@ <I? G@SD><G
N@H<IOD>N<M@M@G@Q<IO2C@IJODJIJA>JIOM<NO<GR<TNM@GD@NJI<>JH=DI<ODJIJANDHDG<MDOT




DIAJMH<ODJI NOMP>OPM@ DN G@NN >JINKD>PJPN OC<I OC<O JA KJG<MDOT <I? >JMM@>ODQ@ >G<PN@
>JH=DIDIB &JR@Q@M DO <GNJH@MDON ?DN>PNNDJI NDI>@ DIAJMH<ODJI NOMP>OPM@ DN <MBP<=GT <
HJODQ<ODIB A<>OJM DI OC@ AJMH <I? PN@ JA OC@ >JINOMP>ODJIN 'IAJMH<ODJI NOMP>OPM@ JM
information packaging, denotes ‘the tailoring of an utterance by a sender to meet the 
K<MOD>PG<M <NNPH@? I@@?N JA OC@ DIO@I?ed receiver’ (Prince 1981: 224). The same 
KMJKJNDODJI<G >JIO@IO H<T =@ K<>F<B@? DI ?DAA@M@IO R<TN AJM DINO<I>@ =T KM@N@IODIB <
>JINODOP@IO<NBDQ@I<NOJKD><GDN@?JM<N>JIOM<NODQ@RDOC<IJOC@M>JINODOP@IO'ODNOC@G<NO
JI@JAOC@N@OC<ORDGG=@JPMH<DI>JI>@MIDIOCDNN@>ODJI
'IAJMH<ODJI NOMP>OPM@ O<F@N H<IT AJMHN DI ?DAA@M@IO G<IBP<B@N DI NJH@ DO O<F@N
KM@>@?@I>@OJNTIO<>OD>>G<PN@@G@H@IONNJOC<OR@H<TNK@<FJAOJKD>KMJHDI@IOM<OC@MOC<I
NP=E@>OKMJHDI@IOG<IBP<B@N*D2CJHKNJI.@MC<KN=@><PN@JAOCDNOC@IJODJIN
PN@? OJ ?@N>MD=@ DIAJMH<ODJI NOMP>OPM@ Q<MT <I? >JIOM<NO <KK@<MN OJ =@ K<MOD>PG<MGT
>JIO@IODJPN2C@GDO@M<OPM@?J@NIJO<BM@@JIRC@OC@M>JIOM<NODN<IDI?@K@I?@IOIJODJIDI
DIAJMH<ODJINOMP>OPM@ RC<O@Q@M OC<OHDBCO@IO<DGJMRC@OC@M DO ><I=@M@?P>@?OJJOC@M
IJODJINOC<O<M@M@B<M?@?<NHJM@KMDHDODQ@@NK@>D<GGTAJ>PN'M@B<M?OCDN?DN<BM@@H@IO<N







R@C<Q@FIJRG@?B@JA N@Q@M<G ><I?D?<O@N AJMRCJ OC<O NJH@JI@ DN @B @DOC@M0JI<G?JM
1<GGT<I?OCMJPBCOCDNPOO@M<I>@OC@NK@<F@MNCJRNOC<O0JI<G?DNOJ=@KM@A@MM@?<HJIB








in the term ‘contrastive negation’.








+JGIYM  +JGIYM  5DIFG@M  4<GG?PQ^  4DGFPI<  -I OC@ JOC@M C<I?
>JIOM<NODQ@I@B<ODJIAM@LP@IOGT>JJ>>PMNRDOCOC@N@>JINOMP>ODJINH<ITJAOC@@S<HKG@N
DIMOD>G@'''C<Q@>JIOM<NODQ@DIOJI<ODJI<I?RCDG@'C<Q@IJO>JPIO@?OC@HDON@@HNOC<O
OC@M@ <M@ <GNJ LPDO@ < A@R >G@AO@? >JIOM<NODQ@ I@B<ODJIN DIHT ?<O< DI <GG OC@ <MOD>G@N 'I
K<MOD>PG<M "@G<CPIOT   IJO@N OC<O >JIOM<NODQ@ I@B<ODJI JAO@I >JJ>>PMN RDOC
DIA@M@IOD<GJMN@IO@IOD<GAJ>PN>G@AO>JINOMP>ODJIN@BIt’s that women in Ireland are not 
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 ‘We helped a landbound frog, 4,*+6/;JM9421*/;, back to the water’s edge. 
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 That’s not making it &/($1, that’s making it ',46;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 < 1*3'!',%  Ed killed someone, but I don’t know who.
=1.0-32',% Ed is eating, but I don’t know what.
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 1% ,#%1% =@!,% ND>F  =PO"4 R@<F 1% =@1%
 ‘They1%<M@IJOND>F=POOC@T1%#4'weak.’

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B0'+    1.'  5#+4#5 8##0 #+8#0   6'48'
 1% ,#%1% =@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 ‘They1%are not sick but quite well.’ 
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‘but I mean, it is not by any means at night anymore, it’s already by day’ 
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#%‘but’ was used for both adversativity and correctivity.
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=I hear there’s been some serious drinking going on around here.




of B’s responses ties in neatly with the antecedent. By contrast, in =OC@>JII@>ODJIDN
harder to see. While both of B’s responses are incomplete from the point of view of clausal 
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 'I
–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
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 John likes candy, but Bill doesn’t __

4.#DN<MBP<=GTKM@N@IODIOC@FDI?NJA>JIOM<NODQ@I@B<ODJI@S@HKGDAD@?DI<I?





     ‘are they, they aren’t teenagers anymore?’
**7*→                  (↑
                       "%<1.A
   → 
     *7A68:.+."
     ‘they aren’t anymore’
   →      <8<*69<11111	
     <1.A  +.#  #$&
     ‘they are, umm’
   →  
	
     <1.A+.# ;=,1# #$&  <?.7<A;86.<1270# #$&
     ‘they are such (1.2) twentysomethings’ 
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!PGD>JQ@M  (<>F@I?JAA  –292). Following Schegloff’s (1996a) notion oA
‘positionally sensitive grammar’, Thompson, Couper)PCG@I<I?$JSC<Q@KJDIO@?
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OCJN@M@<NJINOC@IJODJIJA@GGDKNDNDNIJOPN@?<N<I<I<GTOD>?@QD>@DI.<MO''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2.3.5 A DIGRESSION: METALINGUISTIC NEGATION 
'IOCDNN@>ODJI'M@OPMIOJOC@LP@NODJIJA?@N>MDKODQ@<I?H@O<GDIBPDNOD>I@B<ODJIN'N<D?
DI N@>ODJI  H@O<GDIBPDNOD> I@B<ODJI C<N ?JHDI<O@? OC@ ?DN>PNNDJI JA >JIOM<NODQ@
negation, in spite of McCawley’s protestations to the contrary. Here I shall begDI=TIJODIB
OC@ CDNOJMT JA O@MH ' OC@I <MBP@ AJM OC@ N@K<M<O@I@NN JA >JIOM<NODQ@ I@B<ODJI <I?

metalinguistic negation. Finally, I move to some details of Horn’s analysis and its uptake in 
OC@GDO@M<OPM@
The term ‘metalinguistic negation’ originally comeN AMJH "P>MJO  OCJPBC CDN
H@<IDIBR<N?DAA@M@IOand he later switched to the term ‘polemic negation’ instead (see 
below). According to Horn’s definition, metalinguistic negation is ‘a device for objecting to 
<KM@QDJPNPOO@M<I>@JI<ITBMJPI?NRC<O@Q@M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 DON HJMKCJGJBT DON NOTG@ JM M@BDNO@M JM DON KCJI@OD>
realization’ (Horn 1989: 363). If taken literally, Horn’s definition of metalinguistic negation 
C<NOC@PIAJMOPI<O@KMJK@MOTJADI>GP?DIB<GGI@B<ODJINRDOC>JIO@SOP<G<IO@>@?@ION–DODN
after all ‘a device for objecting to a previous utterance 10#0;)4170&59*#6'8'4’ (emphasis 
HDI@3I?@MNOJJ?DIOCDNR<T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 I didn’t manage to trap two mon%##1#—'H<I<B@?OJOM<KORJHJI%--1#1
 Grandma isn’t ‘feeling lousy’, Johnny, she’s indisposed.
 I’m not his daughter—he’s my f<OC@M
 1-+#men aren’t chauvinists—**H@I<M@>C<PQDIDNON
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‘mongoose’, A advocating ‘mongeese’ and B ‘mongooses’.]
5@N<RORJHJIB@@N@<OOC@UJJ
 Now, come on, you didn’t see two mon%##1#




with Horn’s work, and for this reason, the details of his original account are worth revisiting. 
There are four key points to Horn’s analysis: (i) all negations are either descriptive or 
H@O<GDIBPDNOD>DD?@N>MDKODQ@I@B<ODJIDNOMPOC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First, Horn’s basic division into descriptive and metalinguistic negation is not without its 
>MDOD>N-IOCDNKJDIOOC@?DN>PNNDJIC<NNKGDO DIOJORJH<DI><HKN2C@ADMNO><HKDNOC@
IBGJ1<SJIJI@@B&JMI+>!<RG@T!<MNOJI%@PMON.DOON
2011b), whose defining feature is that it starts with Horn’s dichotomy between descriptive 
<I?H@O<GDIBPDNOD> I@B<ODJn. This does not mean uncritical acceptance of Horn’s views. 
'I?@@?NJJI<AO@M&JMIKP=GDNC@?CDN=JJFN@Q@M<G<POCJMNKJDIO@?JPOOC<OOC@NO<I?<M?
@S<HKG@N JA H@O<GDIBPDNOD> I@B<ODJI <M@ <G<MHDIBGT C@O@MJB@IJPN @B $JJG@I =
"<I>TBD@M  %@PMON  %@PMON AJM DINO<I>@ >JIO@I?N OC<O M<OC@M OC<I ?DQD?@
I@B<ODJIN DIOJ ?@N>MDKODQ@ <I? H@O<GDIBPDNOD> R@ NCJPG? ?DNODIBPDNC =@OR@@I AJPM
‘mechanisms of denial’. Proposition denials would correspond to descriptive negation, while 
H@O<GDIBPDNOD> I@B<ODJI RJPG? =@ =MJF@I PK DIOJ OCM@@ >G<NN@N KM@NPKKJNDODJI ?@ID<G
DHKGD><OPM@?@ID<G<I?AJMH?@ID<GDGGPNOM<O@N<GGAJPM>G<NN@N%@PMON
 < .0-.-1'2'-,"#,'*
 If Ramon hadn’t been Spanish but French, he would still beat his donkey. 

=.0#13..-1'2'-,"#,'*









 B: He didn’t swallow a to[mɑ:OJ=PO<OJ9H@ɪ:OJ 
Yet, despite criticising Horn’s dichotomy, Geurts retains it in latent form in his fourAJG?
>G<NNDAD><ODJI KMJKJNDODJI ?@ID<G DN ?@N>MDKODQ@ <I? OC@ JOC@M ?@ID<GN H@O<GDIBPDNOD>
I@B<ODJI

2C@N@>JI?><HKC<N DONCJH@ DI$M@I>C GDIBPDNOD>N @B+J@N>CG@MG=P




 They don’t have )'"1OC@TC<Q@!&'*"0#,

="#,'*
 That’s not true! They do not have kids. 

> "#1!0'.2'4#,#%2'-,
 At least, they don’t have kids.
'IOCDNOM<?DODJI?@ID<G<I?H@O<GDIBPDNOD>I@B<ODJI<M@BMJPK@?OJB@OC@MNDI>@=JOC<M@DI
NJH@ R<T M@NKJIN@N OJ < KMDJM POO@M<I>@ JM OCJPBCO 'I OC@ $M@I>C O@MHDIJGJBT NP>C
negations are ‘polemic’ (Ducrot 1972). Descriptive negation is then only those I@B<ODJINOC<O
<M@ IJO M@NKJINDQ@ 'I OC@ IBGJ1<SJI OM<?DODJI ?@ID<G RJPG? =@ < AJMH JA ?@N>MDKODQ@
I@B<ODJI2C@$M@I>COM<?DODJIOCPNH<F@NOC@NOMJIB>G<DHOC<OH@O<GDIBPDNOD>I@B<ODJIDN
always responsive (or ‘polemic’). The French tradition is pres@IO@?N>C@H<OD><GGTDI$DBPM@


Figure 3 Types of negation in the French tradition 
I <?Q<IO<B@ JA OCDN DN OC<O DO DN J=QDJPNGT OMP@ AJM <GG OC@ @S<HKG@N PNP<GGT >DO@? AJM
H@O<GDIBPDNOD>I@B<ODJI?DN<?Q<IO<B@ DN OC<OJI>@JI@Q@IOPM@NJPOND?@JAOC@NOJ>FJA
A<HDGD<M><N@N>G@<MDINO<I>@NJA<MBP<=GTIJIM@NKJINDQ@H@O<GDIBPDNOD>I@B<ODJI@H@MB@
Geurts’s form denials in particular do not seem to require prior mention when they relate to 








O<=G@ OJ M@>JBIDN@ K@JKG@ DI JG? KCJOJBM<KCN +<DE< RCJ C<N ><GG@? OC@ H@@ODIB DN
DIOMJ?P>DIBOC@KMJQ@I<I>@JAOC@KCJOJBM<KCNOOCDNNO<B@JA<G@IBOCTI<MM<ODQ@OPMINC@
DN M@G<ODIB OC@ NOJMT JA < RJH<I RCJHDBM<O@? AMJH OC@ 3FM<DI@ OJ $DIG<I? ?PMDIB OC@
0PNND<I0@QJGPODJIJMDIDON<AO@MH<OC
 !JIQ@MN<ODJII<GTNDNM>CDQ@1%











    ‘and not yes’

The crucial element is the contrastive negation on both sides of Jouni’sIJIQ@M=<GOPMI
translatable as ‘yes and not yes’. The word for ‘yes’ is -;..B [‘kyl.læ] in Finnish. Maija 
>JIOM<NONORJR<TNJAKMJIJPI>DIBOC@RJM?<O=JM?@M>JIOMJGOC@ADMNOJ=N@MQDIB$DIIDNC
QJR@GC<MHJITOC@N@>JI?QDJG<ODIBDO=JOCQ<MD<ION<M@<GNJQJD>@?DI<IJOC@MRDN@NOTGDN@?
way, as shown in the transcript). Crucially for the argument presented here, the word ‘yes’ 
C<NIJO=@@IH@IODJI@?JM@Q@IPN@?DIOC@KM@QDJPN?DN>JPMN@2CPNOC@@S<HKG@><IIJO
=@M@NKJINDQ@JMKJG@HD>7@OOC@>JIOM<NOC@M@DN>G@<MGTH@O<GDIBPDNOD>-IOC@JOC@MC<I?




%DQ@I @S<HKG@N GDF@ OCDN < =@OO@M NJGPODJI HDBCO =@ OJ OM@<O KJG@HD>DOT <I?
H@O<GDIBPDNOD><GDOT <N DI?@K@I?@IO AMJHJI@ <IJOC@M OCDN DN AJM@NC<?JR@? DI QJI)GJKK
 – $DBPM@  NCJRN OCDN 'I DO ' M@O<DI ?@N>MDKODQ@ I@B<ODJI <N OC@ JKKJNDO@ JA





Q 2C@NIJRwolf does exist, its correct name is ‘arctic wolf’.
2C@I@B<ODQ@K<MOJAOCDN@S<HKG@DNN@@HDIBGTmetalinguistic in Horn’s sense, but the latter part makes the metalinguistic 


















>JIO@IO =PO DN IJO
M@NKJINDQ@
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,@B<ODJI OC<O O<MB@ON DHKGD><OPM@N
KM@NPKKJNDODJIN JM AJMHN =PO DN IJO
M@NKJINDQ@




,@B<ODJI OC<O O<MB@ON DHKGD><OPM@N
KM@NPKKJNDODJIN <I? AJMHN DI
M@<>ODJI OJ < KMDJM POO@M<I>@ 
H@O<GDIBPDNOD>I@B<ODJIKMJK@M
Figure 4 Types of negation, revised 





OMPOCAPI>ODJI<G &JR@Q@M IJO @Q@MTJI@ <BM@@N #NK@>D<GGT OC@ DHKGD><OPM@ <I?
KM@NPKKJNDODJI?@ITDIB><N@N?JC<Q@OMPOCAPI>ODJI<GDHKJMO<I?OC@N<H@DNOMP@@Q@IJA
NJH@AJMH?@ID<GN!<MNOJIBJ@NNJA<M<NOJN<TOC<O@Q@IH@O<GDIBPDNOD>I@B<ODJIDN
< OMPOCAPI>ODJI<G JK@M<OJM OC@ JIGT ?DAA@M@I>@ =@OR@@I ?@N>MDKODQ@ <I? H@O<GDIBPDNOD>
I@B<ODJI=@DIBRC@OC@MOC@O<MB@OJAOC@I@B<ODJIDN<NO<O@JA<AA<DMNJM<M@KM@N@IO<ODJI'I
JOC@M RJM?N OC@ ?DAA@M@I>@ DN DI OC@ >JIO@IO =@DIB I@B<O@? IJO DI OC@ I@B<ODJI DON@GA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OJMeturn to Larrivée’s example above, the contrast between -+&5<I?%*+.&4'0 DN>@MO<DIGT
H@O<GDIBPDNOD> =PO OC@RJM?NH<T <GNJ @QJF@ NP=OGT ?DAA@M@IO >JINOMP<GN @B -+&5HDBCO
HJM@ @<NDGT M@A@M OJ TJPIB CPH<IN OC<O =@C<Q@ DI <I PIMPGT R<T RCDG@ %*+.&4'0 >JPG?
>JIQ@TOC@JKKJNDO@
Horn’s third point is related to the second and concerns the theoretical status of 







>JMM@NKJI?RDOCORJJK@M<OJMN<M@<H=DBPDsts, to use Horn’s terminology.
Horn’s own position on this is somewhat complex. He argues that metalinguistic 
I@B<ODJI PN@N OC@ N<H@ I@B<ODQ@ JK@M<OJM <N ?@N>MDKODQ@ I@B<ODJI =PO OCDN JK@M<OJM DN

‘pragmatically ambiguous’ between the two readings. The notDJIJAKM<BH<OD><H=DBPDOTC<N
KMJQ@?@GPNDQ@<I?DNN@G?JHDIQJF@?AJMJOC@MKC@IJH@I<N@@$JJG@I=AJM<>MDODLP@
*DF@H@O<GDIBPDNOD>I@B<ODJIKM<BH<OD><H=DBPDOTDN DIOMJ?P>@?OCMJPBC@S<HKG@NM<OC@M
OC<I < R<O@MODBCO ?@ADIDODJI -I@ HDBCO RJI?@M DA <GG N@IO@I>@N <M@ DI NJH@ R<T
KM<BH<OD><GGT <H=DBPJPN @B#0 ;172#55 6*' 5#.6
HDBCO =@ N<D? OJ =@ KM<BH<OD><GGT
<H=DBPJPN=@OR@@I<O G@<NO ORJ DGGJ>PODJI<MT AJM>@N M@LP@NO<I?LP@NODJI 'A OCDN DN OC@
><N@ OC@ >JI>GPNDJI OC<O I@B<ODJI DN KM<BH<OD><GGT <H=DBPJPN =@OR@@I ?@N>MDKODQ@ <I?
H@O<GDIBPDNOD>M@<?DIBN=@>JH@NM<OC@MR@<F@Q@IOMDQD<G
$JM<H=DBPDNONOC@?DAA@M@I>@=@OR@@IJM?DI<MT<I?NK@>D<GPN@NJAI@B<ODJIDNN@H<IOD>
$JM&JMI OC@?DAA@M@I>@ GD@N DIKM<BH<OD>NRCD>CC@M@B<M?N<NN@K<M<O@,@B<ODJI DN=T
?@A<PGO?@N>MDKODQ@=PODA<?@N>MDKODQ@M@<?DIBA<DGN<H@O<GDIBPDNOD>M@<?DIBDN<OO@HKO@?
instead. Underlying Horn’s view is a strict separation between semantics and pragmatics, 
>JPKG@?RDOCM@B<M?DIBN@H<IOD>N<N@NN@IOD<GGTOMPOC>JI?DODJI<G$JJG@I=–
If one disbelieves either of these assumptions, Horn’s position becomes difficult to maintain. 
-I@JKODJINPBB@NO@?=T$JJG@I DNOJM@><NOOC@KM<BH<OD><H=DBPDOT<NQ<BP@I@NN2CDN
H@<IN OC<O I@B<ODJI C<N JI@ H@<IDIB OC<O DN NPAAD>D@IOGT DINK@>DAD> <N OJ >JQ@M =JOC
descriptive and metalinguistic uses; Foolen’s suggestion is ‘signifying inadequacy’. Negation 
DN DIO@MKM@O@? KM<BH<OD><GGT OJ PI?@MBJ @DOC@M OMPOCAPI>ODJI<G JM H@O<GDIBPDNOD>
DIO@MKM@O<ODJIOC@DI<?@LP<>TDNOCPN@DOC@MM@G<O@?KMDH<MDGTOJ>JIO@IOJMKMDH<MDGTOJOC@
<KKMJKMD<O@I@NNJA<IPOO@M<I>@<I?OC@C@<M@MDIA@MNKM<BH<OD><GGTRCD>CJI@DODN2JH@
this would come close to Carston’s (e.g. 1996) monoguist view that negation is always truOC
API>ODJI<G=POOC<OOC@OMPOCJIRCD>CDOAPI>ODJINDNOC@<KKMJKMD<O@I@NNJA<M@KM@N@IO<ODJI
<GOCJPBC$JJG@I=?DNO<I>@NCDHN@GAAMJHOCDNQD@R
The fourth debate relates to Horn’s claim that there are diagnostic tests by which we can 
M@>JBIDN@ H@O<GDIBPDNOD> I@B<ODJI &JMI  – H@IODJIN OCM@@ $DMNO
H@O<GDIBPDNOD>I@B<ODJI><IIJO=@KM@ADS<G








 2C@LP@@IJA#IBG<I?DNVIJOC<KKTPIC<KKTW—she’s sad. 
1@>JI?H@O<GDIBPDNOD>I@B<ODJI?J@NIJO?DN<GGJRKJNDODQ@KJG<MDOTDO@HN..'NDIDONN>JK@
..'N <M@ DO@HN OC<O JIGT <KK@<M DI KJNDODQ@ >JIO@SON @B 51/' 4#6*'4 !JIQ@MN@GT





 <Chlamydia is not ‘sometimes’ misdiagnosed, it is frequently misdiagnosed.
=!CG<HT?D<DNVIJO@Q@MI@Q@MWHDN?D<BIJN@?DODNAM@LP@IOGTHDN?D<BIJN@?
&JMINGDBCOGTHJ?DAD@?






. >JIEPI>ODJIN <I? N@H<IOD> JKKJNDODJI <I? ?@ID<G JA @SK@>O<ODJIPN@N JA <?Q@MN<ODQ@
>JIEPI>ODJIN <M@ ?@N>MDKODQ@ =PO 1, >JIEPI>ODJIN <I? >JMM@>ODQ@ PN@N JA <?Q@MN<ODQ@
>JIEPI>ODJIN <M@ <O G@<NO <NNJ>D<O@? RDOC H@O<GDIBPDNOD> I@B<ODJI $PMOC@MHJM@ &JMI
>G<DHNOC<O>JMM@>ODQ@>JJM?DI<ODJI<I?=T@SO@INDJIH@O<GDIBPDNOD>I@B<ODJIDN<NNJ>D<O@?
RDOC B<KKDIB DI OC@ <AADMH<ODQ@ @G@H@IO JA < I@B<ODQ@ADMNO >JINOMP>ODJI !JIND?@M 
&JMI
 Il n’est pas grand /#+564G5)4#0&
          —+.'5664G5)4#0&
          /#+5+.'5664G5)4#0&
‘He’s not tall,  =PO  Q@MTO<GG
          —he’s very tall
          # but he’s very tall’
Above, I summarise Horn’s position rather coyly as an ‘association’ between SN 




literature somewhat. Larrivée, for instance, asserts that ‘[i]n some languages, there is a 
>JII@>ODQ@ NK@>D<GDN@? AJM OC@ 9H@O<GDIBPDNOD> I@B<ODJI: PN@ <N %@MH<I 510&'40 <I?
1K<IDNC5+01’ (2018: 2).
&JMICDHN@GANPHH<MDN@NCDNKJNDODJIDIOC@AJGGJRDIBRJM?N
The English examples considered here are consistent with Anscombre and Ducrot’s 
OC@NDNOC<OOC@I@B<ODJIRCD>CJKODJI<GGTADBPM@NDIOC@>JI>@NNDQ@.>JINOMP>ODJIN
DN I@>@NN<MDGT ?@N>MDKODQ@ RCDG@ OC@ I@B<ODJI M@LPDM@? =T OC@ 1, @IQDMJIH@ION DN
OTKD><GGTPI?@MNOJJ?<NH@O<GDIBPDNOD>&JMI@HKC<N@NHDI@

As von Klopp (1994: 21) notes, the problem with this is that Horn’s metalinguistic negation 
DN IJO @LPDQ<lent to Anscombre and Ducrot’s polemic negation, contrary to what Horn 




AMJHIN>JH=M@<I?"P>MJO<NDINO<I>@Nof ‘polemic (i.e. metalinguistic) negation’. As 

we saw above, Horn’s gloss does not correspond with Anscombre and Ducrot’s own 
PI?@MNO<I?DIBJAKJG@HD>I@B<ODJI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{Ce n’est pas conscient / # c’est inconscient}, mais totalement automatique.

#IBGDNC  
‘It’s{not conscious / # unconscious} but (rather) totally automatic.’
&JMIHJ?DAD@?NGDBCOGT
105%+175<I?#761/#6+%?JIJOAJMH<N><G@=PO><IDIA<>O=@>JINOMP@?<NJKKJNDO@N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KM@>GP?DIB <I DHKGD><OPM@?@ITDIB M@<?DIB ' RJPG? OC@M@AJM@ <I<GTN@ OCDN @S<HKG@ <N
?@N>MDKODQ@ <I?HJNO GDF@GT KJG@HD> OCJPBC OC<ORJPG? M@LPDM@HJM@ >JIO@SO+JNO JA
Horn’s other examples are clearly metalinguistic as the term is now regularly understood. 
5CDG@&JMI?J@NIJO@SKGD>DOGT@LP<O@>JIOM<NODQ@I@B<ODJIRDOCH@O<GDIBPDNOD>I@B<ODJIDI
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DO
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'I OCDN N@>ODJI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I@B<ODJI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3 CONSTRUCTIONAL VARIATION WITHIN AND 
ACROSS LANGUAGES 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
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3.2 CONSTRUCTION GRAMMAR AND USAGE-BASED 
LINGUISTICS 











Figure 5 The symbolic structure of constructions in CxG (Croft & Cruse 2004: 258) 
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may call the ‘constructDcon’ (analogously to ‘lexicon’), and they have inherDO<I>@M@G<ODJIN
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more general constructions. In other words, grammar is ‘a structured inventory of 





Construction Grammar (Fillmore, Kay & O’Connor 1988; Fillmore & Kay 1995; Fried & 
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Figure 6 Construction grammar and this dissertation 
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Goldberg (e.g. 1995; 2003; 2006; 2013), and it also has strong ties to Ronald Langacker’s 
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!S%is largely compatible with many branches of corpus linguistics, including Sinclair’s 
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Ginguistic knowledge is variable across individuals (e.g. Dąbrowska & Street 2006; 
Street & Dąbrowska 2010) and the nature of individual linguistic knowledge may be quite 
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3.2.2 A NETWORK OF CONSTRUCTIONS 
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bottom up. Constructionist studies on child language acquisition suggest that children’s 
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Figure 7 Taxonomic links (Croft & Cruse 2004: 321) 
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3.2.3 CONSTRUCTIONAL PRAGMATICS 
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be said to ‘encode […] event types that are basic to human experience’ (Goldberg 1995: 39). 
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Figure 8 A template of pragmatics in constructional organisation (Cappelle 2017: 145) 
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Table 2. Ditransitives and their prepositional paraphrases (Goldberg 2006: 27, modified) 
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Cappelle’s account contrasts with the classical constructional analysis by Gries, who eschews 
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3.3.3 VARIATION ACROSS LANGUAGES: CONSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES 
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‘crosslinguistically valid properties of grammatical structure’ (Croft 2016: 381). Such 
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characterised by ‘how categories are defined in a language’. These kinds of strategies can be 
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accusative alignment strategy. Third, we may ‘define a construction in terms of the fJMH<GNJ
used for another construction’. An example that Croft cites on this is the use of a locative 
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These four distinctions fall under Croft’s first type of strategy: number of elements, 
JM?@MDIB BM<Hmatical rank and the presence of linking are ‘crosslinguistically valid 
properties of grammatical structure’. There are also distinctions related to the third type. 
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3N<B@based construction grammar is a theory that claims that a language user’s knowledge 





















4 DATA AND METHODS 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
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4.3 ARTICLE III: CONTRASTIVE INTERACTIONAL LINGUISTICS 
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made through the Language Bank of Finland’s Korp interface.
'IKM<>OD>@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2CDN ?DNN@MO<ODJI >JIND?@MN >JIOM<NODQ@ I@B<ODJI =JOC DI JI@ G<IBP<B@ <I? >MJNN
GDIBPDNOD><GGT 2C@ H@OCJ?JGJBD><G <KKMJ<>C@N OC<O ' @HKGJT <M@ >JMKPN GDIBPDNOD>N <I?
DIO@M<>ODJI<G GDIBPDNOD>N  JOC JA OC@N@ H@OCJ?N <M@ >JHK<OD=G@ RDOC OC@ PN<B@=<N@?
OC@JM@OD><GNO<I>@JAOC@?DNN@MO<ODJIOCJPBCOC@TCDBCGDBCO?DAA@M@IO<NK@>ONJADO!JMKPN
GDIBPDNOD>N DN KMJOJOTKD><GGT LP<IODO<ODQ@ DIO@M<>ODJI<G GDIBPDNOD>N LP<GDO<ODQ@ !JMKPN
GDIBPDNOD>N<KKMJ<>C@NG<IBP<B@<N<KMJ?P>ODIO@M<>ODJI<GGDIBPDNOD>N<N<KMJ>@NN JOCJA
OC@N@ >G<DHN <M@ =MJ<? B@I@M<GDN<ODJIN EPNO <N OC@M@ DN LP<GDO<ODQ@ <I? KMJ>@NNJMD@IO@?
>JMKPNGDIBPDNOD>NOC@M@DN<GNJLP<IODO<ODQ@<I?KMJ?P>OJMD@IO@?DIO@M<>ODJI<GGDIBPDNOD>N
2C@ <MOD>G@N JA OCDN ?DNN@MO<ODJI =PDG? JI JI@ <IJOC@M MOD>G@ ' DN >JMKPN?MDQ@I DO
@SKGJM@NOC@?JH<DIJA>JIOM<NODQ@I@B<ODJIRDOC<NA@RKM@>JI>@KODJIN<NKJNND=G@ <N@?
JI OC@ PI?@MNO<I?DIB DO KMJQD?@? H@ RDOC ' >CJN@ NDS >JINOMP>ODJI<G N>C@H<N <N OC@
@HKDMD><GAJ>PNAJMMOD>G@''RCD>CDN>JMKPN=<N@?>JH=DIDIB<NDO?J@N>JMKPNH@OCJ?N
RDOCOC@JM@OD><G>JI>@MINMOD>G@'''<GNJ=PDG?NJIMOD>G@'DIOC<ODO?@Q@GJKNOC@<I<GTNDN
JA NKJF@I G<IBP<B@ NO<MO@? DI DO 2CMJPBC < >JHK<MDNJI RDOC $DIIDNC DO NCJRN OC<O OC@




MOD>G@ '4 <MJPI? OC@ >JH=DI<ODJI NOM<O@BD@N RCD>C OPMI@? JPO OJ NCJR LPDO@ < GJO JA
Q<MD<ODJINJH@ODH@NDIPI@SK@>O@?R<TNMOD>G@'4<GNJ=PDG?NJIMOD>G@''NDI>@DOPN@N<
NDHDG<MLP<IODO<ODQ@H@OCJ?JGJBT
2CDN DN OC@ @I?JA.<MO ' DIRCD>C' N@O JPO OJ NO<O@HTM@N@<M>CLP@NODJIN <I?<DHN
?@N>MD=@>JIOM<NODQ@I@B<ODJI<N<KC@IJH@IJI<NOC@KM@QDJPNGDO@M<OPM@C<N?@N>MD=@?DO












# K@9DD FGO KMEE9JAK= L@= 9FKO=JK LG L@= IM=KLAGFK	 HJG;==<AF? :Q 9JLA;D= # K@9DD 9DKG
;GEE=FLGFL@=9JLA;D=K>JGE9E=L@G<GDG?A;9D9F<L@=GJ=LA;9DHGAFLG>NA=O
9.1 SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND EVALUATION OF ARTICLES 
9.1.1 ARTICLE I 
JLA;D= # AFN=KLA?9L=< F?DAK@ GFLJ9KLAN= (=?9LAGF AF F=OKH9H=J <AK;GMJK= 9F< ;9KM9D
;GFN=JK9LAGF#L@9<9<GM:D=?G9D>AJKL	LG=PHDGJ=L@=>GJEKG>;GFLJ9KLAN=F=?9LAGFAFL@=K=










K=;LAGF9F<L@MKOADDFGLJ=H=9L L@=E@=J= AF >MDD1@9L #<A<FGL >G;MKGF AF L@9L
K=;LAGF AK L@= J=D9LAGFK@AH :=LO==F L@= K=E9FLA; LQH=K G> ;GFLJ9KLAN= F=?9LAGF 9F< L@=
;GFKLJM;LAGFK L@9L 9HH=9J AF L@= <9L9 DD ;GE:AF9LAGFK G> ;GFKLJM;LAGF9D K;@=E9 9F<
K=E9FLA; LQH= 9HH=9J AF =AL@=J G> L@=<9L9K=LK	 =N=F A> KGE=G> L@GK= ;GE:AF9LAGFKO=J=
K@GOFLG:=DAC=DA=JL@9FGL@=JK.@=K=>AF<AF?K>GJ=K@9<GO=<JLA;D=##
As to research question 2, Article I’s main finding is that casual conversation has a very 
<A>>=J=FL O9Q G> <GAF? ;GFLJ9KLAN= F=?9LAGF L@9F F=OKH9H=J OJALAF? AF F?DAK@ .@=
combination of two full clauses (McCawley’s ‘expanded’ construction) with the F=?9LAN=
:=>GJ= L@= 9>>AJE9LAN= AK HJ=N9D=FL AF ;GFN=JK9LAGF1@AD= L@AK AK AF DAF=OAL@ L@= GN=J9DD




9J=MF=IM9DDQ J=HJ=K=FL=< AFKH==;@OJALAF? L@=KHGC=F<9L9EGKLDQ;GFL9AFKJ=HD9;AN=K	
O@AD= 9DKG 9<<ALAN=K 9F< J=KLJA;LAN=K 9J= ;GEEGF AF OJALAF? )> ;GMJK=	 F?DAK@ @9K 9
HD=L@GJ9 G> GL@=J ;GFKLJM;LAGFK LG =PHJ=KK 9<<ALANALQ 9F< J=KLJA;LAGF	E9FQ G> O@A;@ 9J=
 
#FL=J=KLAF?DQ	L@=J=N=JK=AKLJM=>GJ L@=KM:GJ<AF9LGJ7A:AFL@=515)7A:*6;GFKLJM;LAGFAF AFFAK@	O@A;@O9K
AFN=KLA?9L=< AFJLA;D= ###9KFGL=< AF L@9L9JLA;D=	7A: AK9N=JQ >J=IM=FL9F<K=E9FLA;9DDQN=JK9LAD= ;GFBMF;LAGF AF9DD
J=?AKL=JKG> AFFAK@:MLALK;GJJ=;LAN=MK=AK=P;DMKAN=LGN=JQAF>GJE9D;GFL=PLK

;GEEGF AFKH==;@ #F9DD DAC=DA@GG<	;GFLJ9KLAN=F=?9LAGF;GFKLJM;LAGFK;GEH=L=FGL BMKL
9EGF?L@=EK=DN=K:ML9DKG9?9AFKLGL@=J;GFKLJM;LAGFK	9>9;LL@9L9DKG;9E=MHAFJLA;D=
#0
JLA;D= # 9DKG ;GFLJA:ML=K LGO9J<K 9FKO=JAF? J=K=9J;@ IM=KLAGF  :Q K@GOAF? L@9L
;GFLJ9KLAN= F=?9LAGF AK MF=IM9DDQ <AKLJA:ML=K 9EGF? L@= KM:
J=?AKL=JK G> F=OKH9H=J
<AK;GMJK= .@= KM:






OJALAF? ;GFL9AFEM;@ D=KK G> AL )F L@= :9KAK G> L@AK	 # 9J?M=< AF JLA;D= # L@9L	 H=J@9HK
MFKMJHJAKAF?DQ	;GFLJ9KLAN=F=?9LAGFAK9F9J?ME=FL9LAN=;GFKLJM;LAGFLQH=AL;9F:=MK=<

























9.1.2 ARTICLE II 
JLA;D= ## LGGC L@= F=OKH9H=J <9L9 G> JLA;D= # LG DGGCEGJ= <==HDQ AFLG L@= J=9KGFK >GJ
;@GGKAF?GF=;GFKLJM;LAGF9DK;@=E9GN=JL@=GL@=J9DL=JF9LAN=K #L AKL@MK9:GMLJ=K=9J;@
question 2, i.e. the factors that affect construction choice. The notion of ‘constructional 
schema’ rather than simply ‘construction’ was preferred since these are abstract patterns 




<9L9K=L O9K >MJL@=J ;GFKLJ9AF=< :Q GFDQ 9DDGOAF? ;9K=K AF O@A;@ L@= ;GFLJ9KL O9K 9L
;GFKLALM=FL D=N=D .@AK O9K LG GFDQ ;GFKA<=J ;9K=K AF O@A;@ 9DD G> L@= K;@=E9K O=J= AF
HJAF;AHD=MK9:D=
JLA;D=##;GFKA<=J=<K=N=FN9JA9:D=KK=E9FLA;LQH=	L9J?=LG>F=?9LAGF	F=?9LGJ	O=A?@L	
>G;MK KLJM;LMJ=	 9;LAN9LAGF	 ?=FJ=KM:





L@= H9LL=JFAF? G> L@=K= N9JA9:D=K ;GMD< K@GO L@= <A>>=J=F;=K 9F< KAEAD9JALA=K 9EGF? L@=
;GFKLJM;LAGF9DK;@=E9K1@=F;GFKA<=J=<AF<ANA<M9DDQ	L@=N9JA9:D=KK@GO=<KC=OAF?	EM;@
G> O@A;@ O9K =PH=;L=< .@= ;GFKLJM;LAGF9D K;@=E9K >GDDGO=< L@= =F<
O=A?@L HJAF;AHD=
F=?9LAN=
>AJKL K;@=E9K @9< @=9NA=J 9>>AJE9LAN= H9JLK O@AD= L@= KALM9LAGF O9K J=N=JK= >GJ
F=?9LAN=
K=;GF<K;@=E9K #F9<<ALAGF	 L@= 5*:;@)6 K;@=E9 >9NGMJ=<:9D9F;=<;GFLJ9KLK
OAL@FGO=A?@L<A>>=J=nce. The ‘expanded’ schemas as well as [:;@).A@*69DDGO=<HJ=<A;9L=
>G;ALG:=;GFLJ9KL=<	O@AD=L@=GL@=J;GFKLJM;LAGF9DK;@=E9K<A<FGL<<ALANALQHJ=>=JJ=<
L@=5:;@).A@*6K;@=E9	J=KLJA;AN=F=KKL@=5:;@)*6K;@=E9.@=GFDQMF=PH=;L=<J=KMDL














 "GO ;9F O= AFL=JHJ=L L@= J=KMDLK G> L@= KLM<Q  AJKL	 D=L MK FGL= L@9L :Q
;GFKLJ9AFAF? L@= <9L9K=L :Q GFDQ ;GFKA<=JAF? ;GFKLALM=FL
KAR= ;GFLJ9KLK	 # GEALL=< 9
HGL=FLA9DDQ KA?FA>A;9FL HJ=<A;LGJ G> ;GFKLJM;LAGF ;@GA;= .@AK ;@GA;= O9K E9<= LG 9NGA<
‘knock
Guts’ in the analysis (i.e. cells with zero). While avoiding such cases is desirable in 
KGE=KL9LAKLA;9DE=L@G<K	ALO9KFGLKLJA;LDQF=;=KK9JQ@=J=	9F<AF<==<L@AKO9KFGL<GF=AF
JLA;D= #0	 AF O@A;@ 9 KAEAD9J J=K=9J;@ <=KA?F O9K 9DKG MK=<1@AD= AF;DM<AF? L@= FGF

;GFKLALM=FL
D=N=D ;GFLJ9KL ;9K=K OGMD< HJG:9:DQ @9N= :GDKL=J=< L@= KL9LAKLA;9D EG<=DDAF?
KGE=O@9L	#<GFGLJ=9DDQL@AFCALKGDN=KL@=AKKM=L@=GN=JD9H9EGF?L@=K;@=E9KAKKLADD
L@=J=	=N=FA>O=L9C=AF;9K=KL@9L<GFGL@9N=AL
EMDLAN9JA9L= KLM<Q AK GFDQ 9K ?GG< 9K L@= K=L G> N9JA9:D=K L@9L AL ;GFKA<=JK # @9N=
;GFKA<=J=< L@GK= N9JA9:D=K L@9L L@= DAL=J9LMJ= KM??=KLKEA?@L := J=D=N9FL >GJ ;GFLJ9KLAN=
F=?9LAGF	=AL@=J:=;9MK=L@=Q9J=E=FLAGF=<AFL@=DAL=J9LMJ=GF;GFLJ9KLAN=F=?9LAGFALK=D>





F AKKM= FGL<AK;MKK=< AF JLA;D= ## AK L@= =PHDA;ALF=KK G> L@= ;GFF=;LAGF :=LO==F L@=
F=?9LAN= 9F< affirmative parts of a construction. According to Rohdenburg’s (1996: 151) 
Complexity Principle, ‘[i]n the case of more or less complex grammatical options the more 
explicit one(s) will tend to be favoured in cognitively more complex environments’. .@=
F?DAK@ AFAL=):B=;LGEHD=E=FLD9MK=;GFKLJM;LAGF	>GJAFKL9F;=	@9KLOGN9JA9FLKOAL@
9F<OAL@GML L@= ;GEHD=E=FLAK=J @4-@ (17:;C @4-@ /-@?->1=A5@1.A>01:?;91.@=
N9JA9FLOAL@L@9LAKL@=EGJ==PHDA;ALGF=9F<	AF9?J==E=FLOAL@L@=GEHD=PALQ*JAF;AHD=	
AL AK 9KKG;A9L=< OAL@ EGJ= ;GEHD=P =FNAJGFE=FLK	 KM;@ 9K ;9K=K AF O@A;@ 9F 9<N=J:
AFL=JN=F=K:=LO==FL@=E9AF;D9MK=9F<L@=;GEHD=E=FL1@;8091E1?@1>0-E@4-@;4:
















D=N=D H9LL=JFAF?K AF L@AK <GE9AF'Q GOF AFL=JHJ=L9LAGF AK L@9L L@= ;GFKLJM;LAGF9D









9.1.3 ARTICLE III 
JLA;D=###;GEH9J=<;GFLJ9KLAN=F=?9LAGFAFF?DAK@9F< AFFAK@;9KM9D;GFN=JK9LAGF.@=
D9F?M9?=KO=J=;@GK=FGFL@=:9KAKG>, first, the author’s language skills and, second, their 
HGKALAGF GF GHHGKAL= KA<=K G> L@= <ANA<= :=LO==F D9F?M9?=K L@9L <G 9F< <G FGL E9C= 9
<AKLAF;LAGF :=LO==F * 9<N=JK9LAN= 9F< -( ;GJJ=;LAN= ;GFBMF;LAGFK ,9L@=J L@9F
;GFKA<=J ;GFLJ9KLAN= F=?9LAGF ;GFKLJM;LAGFK @GDAKLA;9DDQ	 # GHL=< >GJ 9 <=;GEHGKALAGF9D
9HHJG9;@AFJLA;D=###:Q=EHDGQAF?L@=FGLAGFG>;GFKLJM;LAGF9DKLJ9L=?Q#9DKGJ=D9L=<L@=






L@9L F?DAK@ 9F<  AFFAK@ ;9F := <=K;JA:=< 9DGF? :JG9<DQ 9F9DG?GMK DAF=K L@= K9E=
;GFKLJM;LAGF9DH9J9E=L=JKOGJC >GJ:GL@G> L@=E"GO=N=J	 L@=MK9?=H9LL=JFK<A>>=J	 9K
 AFFAK@AKEGJ=9;;=HLAF?G>KQF<=LA;>GJEKG>;GFLJ9KLAN=F=?9LAGF=N=FAFKH==;@
,=K=9J;@IM=KLAGFK9F<F==<LG:=@9F<D=<AFJ=N=JK=GJ<=JKAF;=AFJLA;D=###ALO9K




LQH=K	 EGKL G> O@A;@ 9J= >9EADA9J >JGE HJ=NAGMK DAL=J9LMJ= AF ;GFN=JK9LAGF 9F9DQKAK 9F<
AFL=J9;LAGF9DDAF?MAKLA;K,=9;LAN=DQ	;GFLJ9KLAN=F=?9LAGF;9F<GJ=H9AJ9F<<AK9?J==E=FL	G>
;GMJK=	 :ML 9DKG J@=LGJA;9DDQ DG9<=< J=












similar leeway in the use of what they call the ‘sarcastic 9A/4’ construction in English, 
O@A;@;9F:=MK=<>GJ:GL@;GF>JGFL9LAGF9F<KGDA<9JALQOAL@L@=@=9J=JK==9DKG"ADH=JL
–
# K@GO=< L@9L L@= ;GFKLJM;LAGFK 9J= G>L=F >GJE9LL=< LG K@GO O@=L@=J L@=Q 9J= MK=<
reactively or not. Thus, contrastive negation was shown to be a locus of ‘positAGF9DDQK=FKALAN=




















 JLA;D= ### GH=J9L=K GF 9 KE9DD=J K;9D= L@9F L@= HJ=NAGMK LOG KLM<A=K.@AK
=F9:D=<E= LG ;GF<M;L 9EGJ=EA;JG
D=N=D 9F9DQKAK	O@A;@O9KF=;=KK9JQ LGMF;GN=J L@=
>GJEK 9F< >MF;LAGFK G> ;GFLJ9KLAN= F=?9LAGF L L@= K9E= LAE=	 L@= K;@=E9LA;ALQ G>







,=9;LAN=F=KK AK 9DKGFGL 9F =P@9MKLAN= =PHD9F9LGJQ >9;LGJ >GJ KLJ9L=?Q;@GA;= AF =AL@=J
D9F?M9?= GJ=P9EHD=	L@=;@GA;=:=LO==F9F9KQF<=LA;;D9MK=;GE:AF9LAGF9F<L@=515)
B--:*6;GFKLJM;LAGFAKFGL9;;GMFL=<>GJ:QAL
9.1.4 ARTICLE IV 
#FJLA;D=#0	#LGGC=D=E=FLK>JGEL@=HJ=NAGMKL@J==KLM<A=K9F<MK=<L@=ELG=PL=F<L@=
;JGKK
DAF?MAKLA; ;GN=J9?= G> EQ <AKK=JL9LAGF AFLG  1=KL=JF MJGH=9F D9F?M9?=K #






DAL=J9JQ D9F?M9?=K #F 9<<ALAGF LG L@= <AKLAF;LAGF :=LO==F <=<A;9L=< -( =? !=JE9F





 AFFAK@ 7A: >GJ J=9;LAN=K >JGE JLA;D= ### JLA;D= #0 9DKG :JGM?@L LG L@= >GJ= O9QK G>
=PHJ=KKAF? ;GFLJ9KLAN=F=?9LAGF L@9L@9<FGL:==F =P9EAF=< KQKL=E9LA;9DDQ AF L@= =9JDA=J
9JLA;D=K	;@A=>9EGF? L@=EL@=MK=G>9<AK;GMJK=H9JLA;D=LGJ=AF>GJ;=9;GJJ=;LAN=DQMK=<
9<N=JK9LAN= ;GFBMF;LAGF 9K AF*GJLM?M=K=9-? ?59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9.2 DISCUSSION 
9.2.1 EMPIRICAL DISCUSSION 
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language users’ choices. In the analysis of the written data in Article II, the one variable that 
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relations’ (1988: 301). While I would not describe all forms of contrastive negation as clause 
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approach to data analysis as Article II. In Article IV, English was used as an ‘anchor’ 
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9.2.3 THEORETICAL DISCUSSION 
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‘they aren’t ((teenagers)) anymore, they are, like, they are twenty
somethings’ 
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closer to Givón’s and Tottie’s conceptions of negation as a pragmatically presuppositional 
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G> J=9;LAN=F=KK	 AF LMJF	 AK J=D9L=< LG 9 ;GFN=JK9LAGF
9F9DQLA;E=L@G<GDG?Q 9 ;GFKLJM;L AK




;GFLJ9KLAN=F=?9LAGF #@9N=LJA=< LGMK=FGLAGFK L@9L@9N=J=D9LAN=DQOA<=9HHDA;9:ADALQ AF
;GFKLJM;LAGF9D HJ9?E9LA;K	 KM;@ 9K J=9;LAN=F=KK	 9DA?FE=FL 9F< AFL=JKM:B=;LANALQ Q FGL
treating contrastive negation as a special, ‘metalinguistic’ case, I have tried to see what is 

J=9DDQKH=;A9D9:GMLAL9F<ALKN9JAGMK>GJEK#L@AFCL@9LL@=J=9J=9<N9FL9?=KLGFGLKL9JLAF?




9F< HJ9?E9LA;K	 O@=J= L@= J=9DALQ AK EGJ= DAC=DQ LG := 9 ;GFLAFMME :=LO==F L@= >MDDQ
;GFN=FLAGF9D9F<L@==FLAJ=DQ;GFL=PLM9D.@AKAKL@=NA=OL9C=FAF;G?FALAN=DAF?MAKLA;K9F<
E9FQGL@=J:J9F;@=KG>MK9?=
:9K=< DAF?MAKLA;K # FGOLJQ LG =N9DM9L=EQ<AKK=JL9LAGF AF
L=JEKG>@GOALKM;;==<K9K9H9JLG>L@=K=9HHJG9;@=K
9.3 EVALUATION OF THE DISSERTATION: ‘COGNITIVE 




GF=H9JLG>;G?FALAGFJ9L@=JL@9F9K=H9J9L=EG<MD=Croft & Cruse 2004). Dąbrowska (2016) 
has argued that cognitive linguists routinely commit ‘seven deadly sins’. To evaluate this 
dissertation, I shall look into Dąbrowska’s list of sins to see how my studies stack up against 
L@=E
The first sin, ‘ 




$G@FKGF1@AD=;GEEGF AFE9FQGL@=JH9JLKG> DAF?MAKLA;K9KO=DD	 L@AKHJ9;LA;=
<G=K FGL KAL O=DD OAL@ L@= MK9?=
:9K=< L@=KAK O@A;@ ;G?FALAN= DAF?MAKLA;K AK KMHHGK=< LG
>GDDGO #L <G=K FGL OGJC O=DD >GJ L@GK= 9KH=;LK G> ;G?FALAGF L@9L 9J= :=DGO L@= D=N=D G>
;GFK;AGMK9LL=FLAGF	9F<=N=F>GJL@GK=L@9L9J=9:GN=AL	AFLJGKH=;LAGFE9QHJG<M;=J=KMDLK
L@9L 9J= MFJ=DA9:D=	 GJ O@A;@ E9Q FGL := J=HJ=K=FL9LAN= G> L@= KH==;@ ;GEEMFALQ
(Dąbrowska 2016: 481). In short, introspection is seldom good for uncovering the kinds of 
H@=FGE=F9AFO@A;@;G?FALAN=DAF?MAKLK9J=AFL=J=KL=<
Previous research on contrastive negation has suffered from the problems Dąbrowska 
E=FLAGFK'9FQKLM<A=K9J=:9K=<GFAFLJGKH=;LAN=GJ9F=;<GL9D<9L9	9F<L@=BM<?=E=FLK




The second sin, ‘ 
    !’ refers to 




;GFKLJM= K;=F=K 9J= G>L=F E9<= OAL@GML AF<=H=F<=FL =NA<=F;=	 D=9<AF? LG ;AJ;MD9J
argumentation: ‘Construction X has properties Y because [it] involves construal Z."GO<G













GL@=J ;GFKLJM;LAGF LQH=K .@MK	 # OGMD< 9J?M= L@9L O@AD= # <G FGL HJ9;LAK= L@= NAJLM= G>
HKQ;@GDAF?MAKLA; =PH=JAE=FL9LAGF	 # <G FGL 9;LAN=DQ ;GEEAL KAFK 9?9AFKL AL =AL@=J #F L@=
>MLMJ=	HKQ;@GDAF?MAKLA;9F<GL@=JCAF<KG>=PH=JAE=FL9LAGFEA?@L:=:=F=>A;A9DAFKLM<QAF?
KGE=G>L@=>AF=<=L9ADKG>;GFLJ9KLAN=F=?9LAGF;GFKLJM;LAGFK
The third sin, ‘!’,AK;GFF=;L=<LGL@=HJ=NAGMK
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LG L9C=HD9;=.@AKKAF AK;GFF=;L=< LGOA<=J AKKM=K AF L@=MK=G>IM9FLAL9LAN=E=L@G<K AF
DAF?MAKLA;K.@=KL9LAKLA;9D9F9DQKAKAFL@AK<AKK=JL9LAGFAK=AL@=J<=K;JAHLAN=GJ=PHDGJ9LGJQ#
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L@= ;@GA;= G> N9JA9:D=K AF JLA;D= ## PHDGJ9LGJQ 9F< ;GF>AJE9LGJQ 9F9DQKAK 9J= <A>>=J=FL





The fourth sin, ‘ 
 ’, refers to cogniLAN= 9F< GL@=J
linguists’ preference to study language at the collective level while making claims about 
individual speakers’ minds. As discussed in chapter 3, however, it has been shown that 
AF<ANA<M9DK<A>>=JAFL@=O9QAFO@A;@L@=QJ=HJ=K=FLO@9LAKGKtensibly the ‘same’ linguistic 
;9L=?GJQL@=F?DAK@*9KKAN=E9Q:=9K;@=E9LA;9F<>MDDQHJG<M;LAN=;GFKLJM;LAGF>GJGF=
speaker but a set of fixed expressions for another, for example (Dąbrowska & Street 2006; 
Street & Dąbrowska 2010). 
.@AK<AKK=JL9LAGF<G=KFGLKLM<QAF<ANA<M9D<A>>=J=F;=K#@9N=LJA=<LGGFDQE9C=;D9AEK
about speaker’s mental construct
A
;GFK AFHJG:9:ADAKLA; L=JEK	OAL@ L@= =PH=;L9LAGF L@9L





level was one of the motivations for using the term ‘constructional schema’ AFJLA;D=##9F<
the term ‘(constructional) strategy’ in Articles III and IV: the notion of ‘construction’ is 
MKM9DDQK==F9KE=FL9DAKLA;	 >GDDGOAF?!GD<:=J? 	O@AD=K;@=E9K9F<KLJ9L=?A=K9J=
9F9DQLA; ;GFKLJM;LK L@9L E9Q GJ E9Q FGL ;GJJ=KHGF< LG ;G?FALAN=DQ J=9D =FLALA=K .@AK
FGLOAL@KL9F<AF?	 # @GH= >MLMJ= J=K=9J;@OADD ;GFKA<=J AF<ANA<M9D N9JA9LAGF AF ;GFLJ9KLAN=
F=?9LAGF;GFKLJM;LAGFK	9F9J=9G>AFIMAJQO@A;@#=PH=;LLG:=JA;@.@AKOGMD<E9C=MH>GJ
my present committing of Dąbrowska’s fourthKAF




’, refers to the paucity of 
KG;AGDAF?MAKLA;9F<HJ9?E9LA;KLM<A=K AF;G?FALAN= DAF?MAKLA;K.@=KLJM;LMJ=G>9 D9F?M9?=
J=>D=;LK L@= KG;A9D KLJM;LMJ= G> L@= ;GEEMFALQ L@9LMK=K AL	 9DL@GM?@ L@AK =>>=;L N9JA=K :Q
?J9EE9LA;9D<GE9AF-AFF=EWCAA!9J:G#LAK9DKGOA<=DQ9;;=HL=<L@9LL@=K@9H=K
G> AF<ANA<M9D;GFKLJM;LAGFK;9F:=J=D9L=< LG L@=AJMK9?= AF<AK;GMJK= =?MGAK

1@AD=L@=K=G:K=JN9LAGFK9J=9;;=HL=<AF;G?FALANe linguistics, Dąbrowska notes that 
a framework that would fully take them into account, which she terms ‘Social Cognitive 




-AEAD9J HGAFLK @9N= :==F J9AK=< 9:GML ;GFKLJM;LAGF ?J9EE9J AF H9JLA;MD9J 1@=F
;GEH9JAF?L@=>J9E=OGJCKG>;GFKLJM;LAGF?J9EE9J9F<@AKLGJA;9DKG;AGDAF?MAKLA;K	"ADH=JL
(2017) notes that the former has retained theoretical syntax’s focus on a decontextualised 




G> D9F?M9?= MK= L@JGM?@ EMDLAN9JA9L= IM9FLAL9LAN= KLM<A=K AF O@A;@ ;GFL=PL >=9LMJ=K 9J=
9FFGL9L=<9F<9:KLJ9;L=<9O9QAFKL9LAKLA;9D9F9DQKAK







Dąbrowska’s call for considering the pragmatics of constructionK AF ;G?FALAN= DAF?MAKLA;
KLM<A=K #FJLA;D= ###	 # DGGC=<9L L@= AFL=J9;LAGF9D >MF;LAGFKG>;GFLJ9KLAN=F=?9LAGF 9F<
J=D9L=<L@=K=LGL@=;GFKLJM;LAGF9DKLJ9L=?A=KAFL@=<9L9
According to Dąbrowska, sins one through five plague linguistics at large. Th=D9KLLOG
sins, Dąbrowska claims, are specific to cognitive linguistics, particularly cognitive corpus 













D=N=D <9L9 LG HJG:= AF<ANA<M9D
D=N=D H@=FGE=F9 AK HJG:D=E9LA; K==
DME=FL@9D
J9EZ   MJL@=JEGJ=	 9 KL9LAKLA;9D EG<=D G> ;GJHMK <9L9 E9Q 9F<
LQHA;9DDQ<G=KHJ=K=FL;GFKLJM;LAGF9DN9JA9LAGF9K@A?@DQEMDLA>9;LGJA9D:MLAF9;LM9DMK9?=
=N=FLK	 KH=9C=JKE9QJ=KGJLLG>9J>=O=J;M=K LG<=;A<=O@A;@G> LOGGJEGJ=9DL=JF9LAF?
N9JA9FLKL@=Q;@GGK=LGuse (Divjak, Dąbrowska & Arppe 2016). As stated above, I have tried 
LG := HJM<=FL AF HGKALAF?E=FL9D J=HJ=K=FL9LAGFK :Q L9DCAF? 9:GML L@=E AF HJG:9:ADAKLA;
L=JEK




’, relates to the 
E=L@G<GDG?A;9D HJ9;LA;= G> GH=J9LAGF9DAKAF? E=9FAF? L@JGM?@ ;GFL=PLM9D >=9LMJ=K .@AK
methodology is often supported by Firth’s (1957: 11) remark that ‘[y]ou shall know a word 
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